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Cover photograph: Participants in the Canadian Geomorphology Research Group Workshop 
at Queen's University, September 1997 conducting a ground penetrating radar survey 
(see Chapter 5) at the Cataaqui Conservation Area. In the foreground is a 200 kHz 
antenna which is placed on the ground at 2-m intervals along a measured line. In the 
background is the operator with the control unit &ed on a back pack. Photograph by 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

Ruben Gilbert 

On September 20 and 2 1, 1997 the Canadian Geornorphology R a e x c h  Group, with the support 
of then President, Dr. Chris Burn, sponsored a workshop at Queen's University on geophysical 
techniques in geornorphfc research. It was led by members of the geoscience community, most 
of whom are contributors to this volume, and was attended by about 30 academics, scientists and 
graduate students. The impetus for the present volume was the consensus at the workshop and 
since, that the subject matter would be of intemt to a wider audience of geomorphologists, 
physical geographers, and environmental earth scientists. Dr. John J. Clague, in his capacity 
as current President of the C.G.R.G., enthusiastically supponted this view, and facilitated 
publication by the Geological S u m y  of Canada of this expanded version of the document 
provided to participants at the workshop. 

This volume is designed to provide geomsrphologists and others conducting research on 
earth-surface prmesses and lmdforms with an introduction to selected geophysical techniques 
which can provide useful information for these studies. This is based on the premise that some 
earth scientists may not have received formal training in geophysics and so may not be familiar 
with the techniques and instrumentation that may be available to address the questions of their 
research. For this reason, the presentations here focus on first principles, and provide 
illustrations and examples from geomorphic study of the surface and subsurface of land and 
water that may be very useful in assessing gmmorphic processes, handforms, and environmental 
and paIeoenvironmental change. Information is provided on how to conduct surveys using the 
techniques described, and how to interpret the results, including, in both cases the pitfalls to 
avoid. Each technique is relatively easy to I e m  and inexpensive to apply; in most cam, each 
is suited to small field parties operating with limited logistical support. 

The material is presented in five chapters, each dealing with a different technique. 
Electromagnetic survey maps changes in conductivity and magnetic properties of the earth to 
depths in the range of 1 km, and so documents the character of the ground a d  materials 
contained in it. Shallow seismic susvey offers the opportunity to record from reflected or 
refracted sound energy the structure of the subsurface and its properties. Mere  boreholes are 
available, logging techniques provide detailed information on the properties af materials down 
the hole that may be compared with the mateids recovered from the holes, and used to map in 
three dimensions the nature of the subsurface, Ground-penetrating radar provides high resolution 
data on the shallow subsurface of land and has limited but important applications to studies of 
lakes and their sediments. Acoustical techniques are used in lacustrine and marine surveys, 
especially mapping of bathymetry and the character of sediment accumulation on the bottom. 





CHAPTER 2 Electromagnetic techniques 

Christophe Hyde and k r r y  Qyh 

Electroma~pletic CEM) techniques are used to detect either lateral or vertical changes in electrical 
conductivity of the ground which may delineate geomorpfiic features, Conductivity variation may 
reflect changes in the solid matrix and/or the interstitial fluid of  the sediment under investigation, 
Detection of geomorphic features such as eskers, karst cavities and permafrost and delineation of 
subsurface stratigraphy such as clay or sand-layer thickness, depth to water table and salt-water 
contamination are all examples of EM applied to geornorphobgy. 

Unlike two other methods, acoustic and GPR, discussed in this volume, EM techniques 
operate in the diffisiara regime of wave behaviour, not the propagation regime. Rsduced resolution 
and loss of accuracy particularly in depth and thickness estimation are the principal disadvantages 
of operating in the difhion range ofthe EM wave spectrum. However, these methods offer much 
greater depth penetration than these other methods, particularly below the water table and in 
conductive material such as clays and saline groundwater. 

Selection of an EM instrument depends on the depth penetration required and the range of 
ground conductivities expected in the area under investigation. Depth penetration is a function of 
ground conductivity, s e v d  instrument variables such as transmitter-receiver geometry, operating 
instrument frequency and output power, and natural or cultural ambient noise levels. Several 
techniques can be used to minimize or to evaluate noise levels and to distinguish cultural fkom 
gwmorphic anomalies. 

Historical background and applications 

The EM ground method was developed during the 1920s in Scandinavia, the United States and 
Canada, regions where the detection of electrically conductive base-metal deposits was facilitated 
by their large contrast with electrically resistive host rock and generally &in overburden. The 
airborne version was introduced some 30 years later (Telfod et al., 1990), Until the early 1960s, 
practically all EM equipment transmitted and received conthuous~y .yon one frequency at a time. 
Such a continuous wave system is said to be operating in the frequency domain (FEM or EDEM), 
The fmt successful attempts to transmit transient pulses and to measure the response of &e earth 
during off-time did not appear until the early 1960s. Since the early 1970s, there has been a dramatic 
increase h the development of such time-domain systems (TEM or TDEM) (Telford et at, 1990). 

Although the initial development of the EM method was and continues to be driven by the 
mineral exploration industry, environmental applications now form an important portion of EM 
applications. A partial list of proven EM applications is highlighted in Table 2.1. 



Table 2.1. Proven upp~icutiorps of EM. 

I .  Groundwater contamination delineation 1 1. Saline intrusion delineation 
2. Groundwater exploration 12. Sea-ice thickness measmments 
3, Sand and gravel exploration 13. Soil salinity 
4, General geoIogfeal mapping 14. Dike and canal leak detection 
5 ,  Diamond exploration 1 5. Cavity detection 
6. Cathodic protection system design 16. Tank and pipe detection 
7. Base metal exploration 17. Power transmission Iine grounding design 
8. Water leakage into potash mines delineation 1 8. Sensitive clay delineation 
9. Archeology 19. Geomorphology 
1 6, Permahst delineation 

Electmmagnetic methods 

Electromagnetic techniques are usually defined as subsurface investigation techniques which utilize 
time-varying - typically with E Hz to 1 00 KHz bandwidth - electric and/or magnetic fields. Passive 
geophysical methods such as mapetie field methods where local variation of the earth's DC 
magnetic field is measured and spontaneous polariiation (SP) methods where local JX electric fields 
are measured are not classified as EM methods. In addition, techniques which operate with 
frequencies above 1 00 KHz, such as the GPR method w Eth typical operating range spanning 1 MHz 
to 1 GHz, and which also msrnit and emit time-varying electric fields are not classified as EM 
methods. The distinction h e m  the two fieqvency ranges is important because it divides the 
diffusion regime (below 100 KHz) from the wave propagation regime (above 1 MHz), In the 
difision regime, depth of investigation is typically less than one skin depth and is defined as: 

where o is the angular frequency (mas), p is magnetic permeabiIity (H/m) and u is conductivity 
(Slm), Depending on instrument operating frequency and ground conductivity the skin depth can 
range from under one metre to over one kilometre. In comparison, GPR systems which operate in 
the wave propagation reghe have a maximum depth of investigation over several tens of metres in 
ideal conditions. In the propagation regime, the EM fields travel as a wave with amplitude varying 
both in time and space. Typically as the frequency of the wave increases resulting in shorter 
wavelength, resolution of the system increases and depth of investigation decreases. In contrast, in 
the diffusion regime, EM fields am operating within one wavelength of the EM wave. Typically, 
diffusion systems have lower resolution but greater depth of investigation. Table 2.2 highlights the 
main differences between difision and propagation. 



Wave equation 

where H is magnetic field strength (A/@ 
p magnetic permeabf lity (Wm) 
E dielectric permittivity (Flm) 
o angular frequency (Hz) 
a conductivity (Slm) 
z distance (m) 

diffusion prompation 

dominates, and the wave equation reduces to: dominates, and the wave equation reduces to: 

# Given conductivity of most earth - Given cmductiY% of most earth 
materials: materials, 
1lF2rnSlm <o< 10'mS/m 1W2 mSlm < a < 10'mSlm 

• Given frequency mge: f < T@ Hz Given frequency range: f > 101 Hz 

a Example of physical process explained Examples of physical processes 
by diffusion: explained wave propagation: 
Hea* conduction Seismic wave transmission 

GPR wave transmission 

rn Depth of investigation is usual@ Iess * Depth of investigation is usually over 
than skin depth, defined as: several wavelengths, defined as: 



Classification is useful to Mhex describe the EM group of metbods (Fig. 2.1). The main 
categuries indude: 

1. Mode of transportation, e.g. airborne, ground, h h o l e  md sea-floor mdhods. 

2. Waveform characteristics. EM transmitters can either output single harmonic waveforms 
(frequency domain) or wide-bandwidth waveforms (time domain) such as the pulse, ramp 
or half-sine. Conversely, frequency-domain rsceivers can measure amplitude and phase of 
a single harmonic waveform (or real and imaginary components), and time-domain receivers 
typically measure channels, time-windows that are usually Iogwithnically spaced, of the 
received waveform. 

3. Nature of the source. The source can be naturally emitted as is the case in magnetoteliluric 
methods where the source of the fields is located outside the earth - mostly a product of sotar 
activity - and audio-magnetotelluric methods where the source of the fields is related to 
lightning activity. However, the most commonly used EM methods employ artificial 
transmitters, usually located close to the receiver, or far away (1 00s to 1.000s of h) as with 
VLF transmitters. 

4. M e a s d  physical parameter. Magnetic field, electric field and potential difference 
(voltage), Although this type of classification is mostly based on type of receiver and 
resulting type of field measured, the transmitter type usually emits fields using a physical 
process similar to the one used by the receiver, but this is not always the case. For example, 
with Inductive Source Resistivity (ISR) methods the transmitter couples with the ground by 
induction w h e m  the receiver couples with the ground by capacitive-coupling or direct 
coupling. 

Grounded electrical methods employ an artificial source of current which is introduced into 
the ground through point electrodes (Telford et al., 1990). The resulting electrical potential is 
measured with two potential electrodes. Data can then be transformed to apparent resistivity of the 
ground, a function ofthe current introduced in the earth, the measured voltage and the electrode array 
geometry (Fig. 2.2). The practical d icu l ty  involved in dragging several e lectsodes and long wires 
through rough tenah and the problems hvolved in planting electrodes in outcrop or permahst 
terrain have made the EM method more popular than grounded methods in mineral exploration and 
in other applications. 

Capacitive-coupled techniques are relatively new, and have ken in use mostly in probtype 
form since the 1980s (Fig. 2.3). Both terminology and array configurations are similar to those used 
by the grounded electrical methods, Current antennae anit an electric field and potential antennae 
measure the electric field in the vichity of the current flow. As with the grounded electrical method, 
depth penetration depends on ground conductivity and antennae array geometry. However, the 
capacitive-coupled method does not have the disadvantages, slow s w e y  speed and difficulty in 
coupling electrodes to lthe ground, associated with the grounded electrical method. Unlike EM 
techniques which do not measure resistive terrain accurately, the capacitive-coupled method is 
accurate to conductivities well blow 1 mSlm, the EM instrument h i t .  Akhough not yet wideb 



u d ,  the ability of this technique to be both rapid and able to map wide ranges of conductivities, 
seems promising and should ensure its growing popularity. 

Classification according to: 
1. Transportation mode 

a. airborne 
b. ground Induction Coupling 
c. borehole 
d. sea-floor 

2. Waveform type Electromagnetic (EM) 
a. frequency-domain @EM or FDERI) 
b. time-domain (TEM or IDEM) 

3. Natureofsource 
a. natural sources 

(i.e. magnetutellwic) 
b. artificial transmitters 

most commonly used 
4. Type of coupling with the earth 

a. inductive 
associated with magnetic fields 

b. capacitive 
associated with electric fields 

c. direct (grounded methods) 
associated with current 

Figure 2.1. Time-vuying electrical a d  mgnetic geophysical metho&. 

F&ure 2.2. Groundd electric112 methods - two m p l e s  of direct coupling. 



Current Anteme Potential Antennae 

- GLECU~C Field r 

Dipole- 

a Electric field m e a s d  and emitted 
Faster profiling than grounded electrical method 

* Ground conductivity and array geornehy, length of antennae and separation distance 
determine penetration depth 

EM techniques typically employ induction coils, either small multi-turn mils or large single- 
turn loops as transmitters with an induction coil receiver (Fig. 2.4). The time-varying current 
generated in the transmitter prdum, as described by Amws Law, a he-varying magnetic field. 
The magnetic field induces currents in the earth, proportional in part to its conductivity. These 
secondary currents in the esrtsl produce a secondary magnetic field. As described by Faraday"~ Law, 
the receiver mil measures a voltage proportional to the time-derivative of the magnetic field, a 
combination of the primary magfietic field generated by the transmitter and the secondary magnetic 
field generated by the earth. As with the capacitive-coupled techniques, the relative speed required 
to complete EM surveys have made this technique popular in the mining and environmental industry, 
However, its inability to map resistive terrain restricts its use. 

Waveform types fall under two categories, either frequency domain or t h e  domain. In the 
frequency domain method the transmitter emits a sinusoidal t y varying current at a specific frequency 
(Fig. 2.5). The receiver, usually an induction coil, measures the timederivative of both the primary 
field (Tx) and secondary field (earth). The data are usually displayed in one of the following three 
formats. 

Amplitude and phase: Amplitude of the secondary field is measured usually as a percentage 
of the theoretical free-space (a zero cunductivity assumption) primary field. Phase shift, the 
time delay of the secondary field with respect to the primary field, is measured as a fraction 
of the waveform period, 
In-phase and quadrature: The received or total field is separate$ into two components, in- 
phase which is in-phase with the primary field and quadrature which lags the primary field 
by 90". The in-phase component is also called "real", while the quadrature component is 



also called "imaginary". The- EM3 1 instrument used in the case study in this chapter displays 
both apparent conductivity, a direct function of the quadrature component and the in-phase 
component. 

* Tilt-angle: Several simpler systems such as the VLJ? method measure the total field 
amplitude, hefined as the vector sum of the primary field emitted by transmitter and the 
secondary field generated by the earth. In addition, the receiver coil is tilted to find the 
minimum andor maximum direction of the total field amplitude. With tilt-angle systems, 
the objective is to measure deviations from the primary field direction and to interpret these 
in tenns of buried conductors (Klein and Lajoie, 1980). 

Hp, Hs, Wt Primary, Secondary, Total Magnetic Field 
Tx Tmnsmitcer 
Rx Receiver 
C Conductor 
E EMF (ebctro-motive force) 
i Curcent 
V Voltage 
R Resistance 
L Inductance 

Figure 2,4. Ei~cfpomugn~tic meftods - induction schmutic (M~archmd 1990). 



I 
I Frequency I 

Primary field - emitted by transmitter 
Seconday fieM - "emitted"' by earth 
Total field is the vector sum of Mrnary & secondary fields 
Secondary field can ;be described by either amplitude and phase or real and imaginary 
components (the latter are synonymous with in-phase and quadrature) 
In-phase component is in phase with transmitted primary field 
Quadrature component is 90" out-of-phase with transmitted primary field 
Secondary = secondary amplitude * cos(ot - 4) 

where o is the angular frequency, Q, is the phase shift 
Secondary amplitude = Real2 + 1 m a g i 4  

usually expressed as percentage of primary field 
Phase &if& the lag of the secondary field behind the primmy field, 

may be expressed as a fraction of a perid ((2n)lo) 

In the timedomain method the transmitter ernits an alternating wide-band waveform, a 
common type is the alternating "square" waveform or ''pulse" system used by many ground TEM 
systems. As with the FEM method, the receiver is usually an induction coil and measures the the -  
derivative of the total magnetic field (Fig. 2.6). In "pulse" systems, the time-derivative of the 
primary field is a pulse, while the time-derivative of the secondary field, measured in the "off-time" 
(while the transmitter is off) is a decay function with short decay characteristics for resistive ground 



an6 long decay characteristics for conductive ground. Ground-based 'FEM methods, although 
generally requiring larger survey teams and longer data acquisition times are extremely powerful 
'because they can essentially duplicate multi-frequency data with single readings, Multiple frequency 
data or the time-domain equivalent, multiple time-windows acquired in a single reading are used to 
provide sounding information, conductivity and therefore structure, as a function of depth. 

1 T = period 
k I 

)I 
I 

Frequency 
f=  IJT 

I 
I 
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Mcasurtment pxid 
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I Mcasursd sccond=y fidd 

+ T k  I3457 digitim the secmdary field vohage in 
I the Rx coil in 20 "time. windows" of increasing time width 

I 

3 - Time schema for a 30 Hk EM57 waveform 
8 
2 0.5 - 

Relative width of the 20 "the widow" 

- 

S P 

i.9 0 
8 I I 1 1 1 I I TFI ]  

C 0.1 1 10 

5 Time (ms) 
I M e  EM57 6requencidpridls are available 

Frrquffleies M o d  Memummtt time fop TI2 
30- 33.3m9 7.8ms 
7.5Hz 133.3m 3 1.3ms 
3.0Hz 333.Bms 78.2ms 

Figure 2.6. Time-domain wavefoms in an m p I e  f i m  the EM57 
"uJse" system. 



Factors affecting terrain conductivity 

In many groundwater studies the soil and rock matrix are assumed to be an electrical insulator and 
therefore electric current Rows bough the soil water (Fig 2.7). Under this condition, major factors 
affecting the electric conductivity of the buk soil or m k  are (McNeill, 1990): 
1. porosity, 
2. conductivity of included soil moisture, 
3. shape of soiVruck pore spaces, 
4. degree of saturation (&tion of pore space actually filled with moisture), 
5. tempmture,and 
6, presence delays with moderate to high cation exchange capacity. 

For a completely saturated soil the influence of the first three factors is described by Archie's Law, 
an empirically basedrelationship which is sufficiently accurate for unconsolidated as well as lithified 
materials (Jackson et al., 19781, 

where a, = bulk conductivity(S/m), G, = water conductivity (SJm), n = fractional porosity (0 to I), 
m = grain geometry factor varying from 1.3 for spheres to 2.0 for plates, 
ncl, = clay conductivity (or grain conductivity) (Slm), 

1. Saturated clay-he gruuud 

-8- Archie's Law: 
m 

Qa=Qwn 
v W w  Table 

a, = bulk conductivity 
Currant 
Flow- 

soil aw=Wamco~vity 
W* Cowl n = hctional porosity (0 to 1) 

m = factor varying fkom 1.3 for 
hsulating sail parlick spheres to 2.0 for plates 

2. SaRtrrlted ground with ctay 

.h Wtw - M e ' s  Law k w m w  
m 

k 
3. Partially saturated p u n d  md"aa8 

od= ccmductivity of partially 
d e s a m d  soil. 

s = fraction oftotal pore 
volume filled with water. 

k = factor experimentally 
&ermined to be 

v Mia Table approximately two. 

Figure 2.7, Factors geding terrain cunductivi~. 



Typical porosities and wnductivities are shown in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.8 respectively. 

Tabk 2.3. Reprrnentahve porosi@ ranges fur sedinae~mdary merials raper Todd, 1964). 

Material Porosity (%) 

Soils 
Clay 
Silt 
Medium to coarse mixed sand 
Uniform sand 
Fine to medium mixed sand 
Gravel 
Gravel and sand 
Sandstone 
Shale 
Limestone 

SHIELD 

UNWEkl-HERED ROCKS 

-z/ WEATHERED LAYER 

GLACIAL SEDIMENTS 

SEDM?ZNTARY ROCKS 

-- I WATER AQUIFERS 

Figure 2.8. Typical ranges of conductivities of emth materials ( P U I ~ C ~ ~  1 988). 



An approximate relation is often needed between bulk soil conductivity and ionic concentration. 
Refaring to Archie's equation for saturated clay-free ground, 

and assuming typical soil porosity of 40% and average particle shape factor of 1.5, nm is 
approximately equal to 0.25 (Table 2.4) In addition, because water conductivity (a, ) is a function 
of the product of ion concentration and ionic mobility, it is possible to derive standard factors 
relating water conductivity to total dissolved solids (TDS). Examples of this relation are 

for sodium chloride, ow = TDS / 4.5 
for sulphuric acid, u,=TDS 11.25 
for TDS in '"most" natural waters, a, = TDS 1 6.25, 

In summary, ground conductivity in soils varies with: 
1. Soil structure (coarser structure andlor smaller porosity produces lower conductivity). 
2. Clay content (increasing clay fraction, produces higher conductivity). 
3. Soii moisture content (increasing moisture produces higher conductivity). 
4. Increasing conductivity of  the soil water, 

Typical conductivity anomalies in environmental and geomorphic applications are a function 
of one or more of the variables listed in the paragraph above. Tn addition, where bedrock is under 
the influence of the applied EM field, conductivity of the rock matrix may influence the EM 
response. Archie's Law still applies; in these cases and clay conductivity (oC1,) can be substituted and 
generalized by rock matrix conductivity (a, such that: 

The rock types that generally p d u c e  conductivity anomalies are shales, weathered mks, 
massive sulphides, a d  graphite (Fig. 2.8). In the first example, shown in Figure 2.9, a resistive till 
overlies a conductive shale bedcock. Bedrock highs produce conductivity highs and bedrock valleys 
produce conductivity lows. If the situation were reversed, conductive clay overburden over a 
resistive limestone, kedrock highs would produce conductivity laws and bedrock valleys would 
p d u c e  conductivity highs. In the second example, soil moisture content or distance to the more 
conductive water table controls the EM response. Conductivity highs are m r d e d  in the valleys, 
conductivity lows over the hills. Clay content controls the EM response in the third example. A 
conductivity anomaly is recorded over the conductive clay surrounded by resistive till. All tELTee 
scenarios listed under water quality change, exhibit a conductivity anomaly caused by wrying soil 
water conductivity. In the first of these three scenarios, cmstaE salt water intrusion increases 
fkshwatet conductivity. In the second example, the salinized soil above the water table produces 
a strong conductivity anomaly. Because salt is hygroscopic, those areas which are highly salinized 
seem to retain enough soil moisture to keep the conductivity at measurable levels, even when the soil 
is relatively dry (McNeill, 1990). In the last example, electrically conductive contaminants (e,g, 
electrolytic solution) leaking from barrels increases conductivity in both the unsaturated and 
saturated ground. 
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Table 2.4. Fucfors afecting terrain eondudiv'ty 

Archie's Law for saturated ground with clay: 

aa = awn + tsc,w 

(1) for typical soils (sandy soil, sandy loam) 

(2) for typical soil water, ow is determined by product of concentration of ions and ionic mobility 

TDS ow(mS/m) = - @pm or mg/r) TUS = Tofa1 Dissolved Solids 
6 

TDS 
P!- 

25 @PW) + 

(3) for acid mine drainage (sulphuric acid) 

(4) temperature depdence = 2% per degree C 
conductivity increases as a function of temperature, 

Description of an EM instrument - the Geonics EM31 

The EM3 1 is a typical EM instrument in that both transmitter and receiver are induction coils. The 
transmitter of this frequency domain system emits a 9.8 kHz magnetic field. As described by 
Faraday's Law, the time-varying magnetic field induces electric currents in a conductive earth (or 
a conductive: lens as shown in Figure 2.1 0). These currents generate a secondary magnetic field as 
described by A m w s  Law which in turn induce a voltage in the receiving coil. For low 
corrduciivities, this voltage measured in quadrature is proportional b the ground conductivity and 



I. Bedrock topography 

Till 1-1 
Water Table u 

. . 

Salt Wr 
A .- 

3. Material change 4. Coastal saline intmsiun 

5. Arid climate soil salinity 6. Groundwater contamination 

* a &notes conductivity anomaly 

Figure 2.9. Conducn'vity mmalies in miromenial and geomorphic 
appIications. 

the EM31 displays this quadrature reading as an apparent conductivity. This measurement is 
described as apparent because it is valid only for a halfspace - a uniform conductivity volume below 
the instrument. 

Coil separation between the tmsmitkr and receiver, mil dentation, operating frequency 
and ground conductivity are all variables which determine the effective depth of investigation ofthe 
instrument (Fig. 2.1 1). Two typicaI wil orientations, both co-planar, used with the EM31 are the 
vertical dipole mode where the coiIs are horizontal but the dipole moment is vertical and the 
horizontal dipole mode where the two coils are vertical but the dipole moments are horizontal. In 
the vertical dipole mode, eflective penetration is approximately 1 .S times the coil separation, while 
in the horizontal dipole mode, eflective penetration is approximately 0.75 times the coil s epdon .  
Taking measurements at both coil orientations is an effective tool for sapid shallow sounding. The 
EM34, an instrument similar to the EM31 offers variable coil separations of 10, 20 and 40 m, 
resulting in greater depth penetration. It is usefhl to member that depth penetration estimates based 
solely on coil separation are only a mle of thumb and remain highly dependent on ground 
conductivity. For very conductive &hound, depth of investigation may be restricted to the top metre, 
while for very resistive ground, depth of investigation may be extended to 2 or 3 times the coil 
separation. 



It is worthwhile examining in more detail Be quadrature to apparent conductivity conversion 
used by the EM31 (and EM34) as it is only vatid at low conductivities. The graph in Figure 2.111 
shows that, depending on coil orientation, apparent conductivity values a w e  100 mS/m are 100h 
to 22% below true ground conductivity and above 1 OOO mS/m are 35% to 70% blow true ground 
conductivity. Relow 1 mS/m, the currents induced in the ground are not strong enough to be 
measured by the receiver, and therefore, this family of fixed-separation loop-bop EM instments 
is of limited use in discriminating resistive terrains. 

Operating frequency is 9.8 ktIZ 
* Coil separation is 3.66111 

Apparent conductivity is a linear function of conductivity, at Tow 
conductivities. Apparent conductivity displayed by the EM3 1 
uses this relation: 

where Q - conductivity (Slm) 
F&, ZIP - magnetic field strength, secondmy and primary (A/m) 
Q - quadrature component (also called imaginary or out-of-phase) 
~ r ,  - magnetic permeability of free space (Hlm) 
w - angular frequency (Hz) 
s - coil separation (m) 

Figure 2J0, Skefch i2Ztcstratirog induction in a .confuted c o ~ o t  for 
the EM31 coduet iv i~  meter. 
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Figure 2.11. Depth of investigation aid limari@ of the conductivify response 
of the EM3l. 

Interpretation of EM data 

The tools necessary for interpretation and anaIysis of EM data originate from a variety of sources. 
Most research in the study of EM interpretation is drawn from a combination of sources: field 
measurements, laboratory experiments, physical scale modelling and computer modelling. Field 



measurements may include ground, airborne or borehole surveys in conjunction with ground-ming 
drillhole information. Labowtory measurements involve either rock propeq measurements taken 
from field samples or scale-model studies which simulate both field instrument response and earth 
material prperties. In  recent years, computer modelling has dwarfed physical scale modelling as 
the dominant interpretation tool. These models can be divided into three major categories with 
increasing ReveIs of complexity (Fig. 2. f 2). 

1. 1 -D: The physical properties of the earth vary only as a function of depth. These types of 
rndels are also called layered-eatth models. The halfspace where the earth or the volume 
below d a c e  exhi bits uniform physical pmpwties is one of the simplest forms of this model. 

2. 2-D. In addition to physical properties such as conductivity varying with depth, physical 
pwrt ies  may vary laterally. Features such as geological boundaries, topography, buried 
valleys and dipping beds may be modelled. A 2-D modelling example is described in the 
case study below. 

3. 3-13: Three-dimensional objects 
may be modelled. Some classic ('I+ 
analytical models deveioped from Q- 
the 1950s to the 1970s are the EM 
response of a buried sphere and a 
buried cylinder. These models can 
be used to simulate buried drums, 
massive sulphide lenses or hmels. 
Presently, much of the modelling 
research is focussed on developing 
efficient numerical techniques, in 
which the model is constructed with 
a 3-D grid to simulate geological 
models. Thew techniques, shunned 

Clay 
-- - ." . - -.+--A 

in the past because ofthe intensive 
Liniestone. computer power required have 

become increasingly popular 
because of their ability to 
realistically model geological 
environments. 

These geometric models can EK 
formulated as forward problems, where the 
model is given and the synthetic EM data 
are c a l c u 1 ~  or as inverse problems, 
where the EM field data are given and a 

synthetic model is calculated l?onvard Figure 2J2. EM interpretation: Qpical models m d  
modelling software exists fa all three examples of survey pmflIes. (a) one-dirnemioptcl2, 
nde l  g e ~ e t r i e s d e ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ v e ,  whereas ityered-earth, @) two-dimenrid, and (c) three- 
inverse modelling software exists dimmb& 



commercially only in the 1 -I) and 2-D fomulations. 

Noise sources and cultural anomalies in EM surveys 

Unfortunately, it is not only geological anmalies that produce EM signals. Unwanted signals may 
either be noise generated by an independent power source (e.g. a pwer transmission line) or cultural 
anomalies generated by currents in engineering structures (e.g. railway tracks) that swamp or 
interfere with the wanted signal. Noise sources may be natwal such as sferics (Fig. 2.13) primarily 
getleratd by lightning discharge or artificial such as those caused by the 60 Hz (and odd harmonics) 
signal of power lines. The following list illustrates some typical noise sources: 

1. Sferic (atmospheric) noise is usually not a problem for most EM surveys. In cases where 
symptoms of sferic noise such as erratic jumps or fluctuations in meter readings are obsemed, 
instrument malfunction is more likely to be the cause. 

2. Power line noise: Although many frequency domain instruments use 60 Hz notch filters to 
m o v e  power line noise, it often not suficient to completely remove the effect of these 
strong unwanted signals. Surveying near power lines is often not possible. 

3. Noise due to coil motion (e.g. wind): Unwanted angular motion of the receiver coil can 
cause an EM signal. Indeed, a coil rotating in the earth's DC magnetic field will induce a 
volfage in the sensor. 

4. Interference from another EM (geophysical) instrument: Two instruments, ifthey transmit 
and are sensitive to similar frequencies or frequency mges will interfere with each other, 
A good rule of thumb, based on the coil separation rule stated above is to keep the two 
instruments a minimum d istmce fiom each other, roughly two times their coil separation. 

5. Interference fiom other EM transmitters: Other EM transmitters such as AM, FM and 
wmunication tmsmittm usually do not intdere with operation of EM equipment because 
they operate at much higher frequencies than the operating frequencies of typical EM 
instruments. 

Cultural anomalies are caused by artefacts such as power lines, pipelines, railroads or any 
other metallic infrastructure or structure. Two EM prospecting concepts are useful jn avoiding and 
recognizing cultural anomalies: 

1. The distance at which a metallic structure or object is detected by the EM method is 
proportional to the size of that object. Currents induced on a metallic object circulate on its 
surface, the size ofthose current vortices is proportional to the surface area af the object. A 
closed loop of wire, or any closed path, can constitute a valid current path and produce a 
significant anomaly, For example, apower line in itself does not produce a sizeable anomaly. 
To do so, the power line must be grounded at least at two positions ( it almost always is), 
thereby pviding a return c u m t  path through lthe earth. Short power lines can be detected 
a short distance away, tall power lines can be detected a long distance away. 

2. The angle at which the primary magnetic field couples with the surface of an object also 
determines the size of the EM anomaly, Primary magnetic fields that are perpendicular to 
the surface of a metallic object are maximum coupled and therefore maximize the response 
of that object. Conversely, primary magnetic fields that are parallel to the surface of a 



metallic object are minimum coupled (or null coupled) and therefore minimize the response 
of that object. With large-loop EM instruments, it is sometimes possible to position the 
transmitter loop so as to provide minimum coupling with the unwanted object, 

Figure 2.13. Frequency range and amplirude of EM noise (34ume ef al., 1984). 

In general, it is preferable to stay a safe distance away from metdlic conductors such as 
power Iines, pipelines and fences a. For large-loop or m o t e  transmitter systems, a safe distance 
is 1.5 to 2 times the size of the unwanted object, For smaller loop-loop systems such as the EM3 1 
and EM34, a safe distance is 1.5 to 2 2 e s  the coil separation. If  avoiding the structure is 
hpossible, measuring its effect is important. Running several profiles perpendicular and parallel 
to the structure can help determine its eflect. It may then be possible to remove the effect of the 
cultural anomaly from the data. Table 2.5 lists typical cultural: anomalies. 

Tubk 2*5, Cultural anomalies in EM measurements. 

1. Power fines - grounded loops. I f  possible, stay away. Sometimes possible to obtain 
permission, for smaller power lines, to "un-plug" grounding cables, 

2. Pipelines, railmads and wig cablers - grounded metallic conductors. Typically can cause 
high amplitude but small spatial extent anomalies. 

3. Fences, chain-link - most serious in HD mode. Often useful to run several lines 
perpendicular and parallel to the fence to gauge its effect. 

4. Tanks, Drums, buried metallic objects. Typically came 3-D anomalies with small spatial 
extent, Be cautious of these in old landfill sites, gravel pits, abandoned mine sites, etc. 



A case study 

The capability of EM techniques is illustrated by the following example of a survey and 
interpretation. In this example, variation in electrical conductivity is interpreted as a geological 
change according to a layered earth model, Many geological settings can be described as a 
horizontally layered series of units, each with its own electrical conductivity. The layers may vary 
in thickness, depth, and internal properties. All of these factors influence the eZectrical conductivity 
s e n d  at the surface. An accurate interpretation of an EM survey depends on prior knowledge of 
how the components of the layered system can vary. An unambiguous interpretation is most 1 ikely 
when the conductivity diflerences between layers are large, the conductivities of the different layers 
are known and constant, and the geology continuously conforms to the layered model. 

Departures from the layered model, for example due to lateral changes in conductivity or the 
presence of a vertically-oriented unit, can be dealt with, but, again, prior howledge of these 
departures tiom the horizontally layered geometry is necessary. Otherwise, such complexities in the 
geology wilI be interpreted as simply a change in the thickness of the components of  the layered 
model. Because different geological situations can produce the same geophysical response, some fmt 
hand knowledge ofthe geological character ofthe survey area is necessary. This is obtained through 
subsurface observation by borehole, test pit, road cut or outcrop. 

The simplest geological setting for an EM survey is the two layer case where a layer of given 
conductivity, o,, overlies another material of diflring conductivity, q, that extends to indefinite 
depth (at least beyond the sounding depth of the instrument in use). The apparent conductivity 
memured by EM techniques is determined by the conductivities of individual materials, weighted 
according to how the electromagnetic field i n d u d  by the particular instrument diffuses with depth. 
If the conductivity of each layer remains constant, the only variable capable of changing the apparent 
conductivity observed at the surface is the thickness of the upper material. If the upper material thins 
and disappears, then the apparent conductivity is the conductivity of the underlying material (0,). If 
the upper material becomes so thick that it extends beyond the sounding depth of the instrument, then 
the apparent conductivity is the conductivity of the overlying material (0,). Hence, variation in 
apparent conductivity is most likely caused by changes in the thickness of the upper layer. This 
thickness variation can be detemined if the contribution of the layer to the apparent conductivity is 
known. 

Knowledge of thicknesses in a layered or stratigraphic sequence is necessasy for many geornorphic 
and engineering applications. It may serve to define the geometry of a buried glacial feature or 
identify the depth to an aquifer. A strong contrast in electrical conductivity between layers makes EM 
techniques very effective in mapping the thickness ofunits in a layered setting. h the Kingston area, 
the Geonics EM3 1 has been used to map the thickness of a lacustrine clay overlying limestone. Tn 
this case, p h i n g  for housing construction required a knowledge of b e b k  depth and an outline 
of areas where excavations in bedrock would likely encounter groundwater inflow. Basements of 



houses in adjacent developed areas had been subject to seepage where excavations intersected 
bedrock at the base of bedrock slopes. Prim knowledge of bedrock topography permitted such 
hydraulic settings to be avoided in subsequent construction areas. 

The land holding intended for residential development was surveyed by taking readings of 
apparent conductivity at predeiemined locations on a grid (Fig. 2.1 4). The contoured results of this 
survey are shown in Figure 2.1 5 .  To intmpt these data, a two-layer geological model was adopted. 
Boreholes and test pits on the properky had demonstrated the existence of the lacustrine clay layer 
over bedrock It was dso reasonable to assume that the limestone bedrock extended well beyond the 
sounding depth of the EM31 instrument. Therefore, the clay comprised the upper layer and the 
limestone bedrock comprised the lower Iayer* 

Interpreting the data consists of converting apparent conductivity to bedrock depth. To do 
this, a calibration curve for the particular geological setting under study is constructed. The equation 
for a Zlayer case expressing apparent conductivity in terms of the contributions of the different 
layers to apparent conductivity reading is wed: 

where uI is the conductivity of the lacustrine clay and u2 is the conductivity of the bedrock. 

Figure 2.14. EM31 survey grh$ showing apparent conductivity 
readings in d m .  



F&we 2-15 Isopleth map of appare& conductivity for the 
suwey area in Figwe 2.14, Isopleth i n t m d  is 2 mS/m. 
Scales in metres. 

Apparent conductivity is calculated for a number of arbitrary depths to construct the calibration 
curve. R@) is the cumulative relative contribution of all the material below a depth s to the 
instrument response. It represents the degree to which the conductivity of a mtmiai below a given 
depth contributes to the instrument reading, It is a characteristic ofthe particular instrument being 
used and for the EM3 1 is shown in Figure 2.16. R(z3 is the proportion of the sensitivity extending 
below the depth z, of the upper (fmt) layer and (]-Red) is the proportion extending down to the 
same depth 2,. Once the c a I i t i o n  curve is constructed, then the upper layer thickness for any 
apparent conductivity reading can be read from the curve. 

Where bedrock is exposed at the surface, readings between 4 and 5 mSlm were obtained (this 
is q). Where the clay is hown to be at least 6 m thick, a reading of 3 1 mS/m was obtained (this is 
0,). These apparent conductivity readings are equivalent to the actual conductivities of each ofthe 
two layers because the readings are taken at locations where each layer extends from the surface to 
a depth efiectively beyond the sounding depth of the instrument. Tabk 2.6 shows apparent 
conductivities calculated using the 2-layer equation, the above values fur ul and oj, and the 
multilayrrr response curve. 

With the calibration curve constructed (Fig. 2.17), the apparent conductivities in Figure 2.14 
can be converkd to upper layer thicknesses. This has been done in Figure 2.18, These thicknesses 
can then be submted h m  the surface elevation to give elevations on the bedrock surface, if that 
is desired. 



2 Layer Model 3 Layer Model 

Figure 2.16 Curve showing kow the sensitivity of the EM331 decreases with +th, R(z) is the 
proportion that the p u n d  below a given &pfh, z, contributes to the apparent condaretivity reading. 
The equations aZluw apparent coplductivdty to be calculatedgiven the eopnductivities of the layers and 
the portion of instrument sensitivity taaf each Zaye~  receives. (McNeill, 1980). 
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Figure 2.1 7, Calibrutlon curve fop converting uppawn$ conductivi@ (uJ do 
bedruck @th at the Kingston sferdy site. Curve with circles indicates 
cdcuafed apparent conductivities based on selected valuesfor o, and G,, 
sqeurres are upparent copmducdivitki observed at sites where the depth to 
bedrock was determined in excavations. 

Figure 2.18, IsopIeth map of depth to bedrock (or clay lqer bhichss). 
Isople fh intewul is 1 m with an extra level at 0.5 m. Scales in meims. 



Table 2.6, Apparent conductivities calculated using 2-1- equation. 

Thickness of the a, layer (m) R k )  o, (mS/m) 

note: 0, = 3 l  mS/m 
a, = 4.5 mS/m 

The technique would work in other geologic settings, such as a glaciofluvial-lacustrine 
sequence. 1n this case, deltas prograding onto silts and clays may be present and an EM survey would 
permit the thickness of the deltaic component to be determined, assuming that a reasonable contrast 
hi ~onductivity between the deltaic and lacustrine sediments existed. An instrument with a sounding 
capability deeper than the EM3 I would be necessary if the deltaic sediments were thicker than about 
5 rn but the survey and analysis procedure would be essentially the same. 

Accumcy of the imterpreWan 

As a check on the accuracy ofthe clay layer thickness ddmminations, apparent wnductivity mdings 
were taken at locations where test pits were subsequently dug to bedrock. Table 2.7 gives these 
readings along with the: clay thicknesses and expected apparent conductivities based on the a, and 
a, values used in constructing the calibration curve. 

Table 2-7. Comparison of memured oa to calmlafed u~. 
- .  

Depth to Bedrock (m) Actual o, (mS/m) Calculated q (mS/m) 

The closeness ofthe agreement between interpreted and measured depths to bedrock can b 
seen in Figure 2. t 7. The explanation for the discrepancy below 3 m depth is most likely variability 
in the conductivity of the clay; 39 mS/rn would be required to give the observed apparent 
conductivity at the 5.5 m location. Alternatively, the observed apparent conductivity could be 
interpreted as a clay thickness considerably in excess of 10 m. It is entirely possible that the clay 



conductivity could show the required variation, due to changes in pore water salinity, moistwe 
content, etc. It is less likely that the clay reaches such thicknesses, based on its habit in the area. It 
should be apparent how knowledge of the geology is necessary to resolve this ambiguity. It should 
also be emphasized that the instrument sensitivity to changes in chy layer thickness decreases as the 
layer thickens (see Fig. 2.17 which shows how little the apparent conductivity is changing for clay 
thicknesses beyond 5-6 m). As pointed out previously, the wcuracy of the interpretation is likely to 
be determined by the- familiarity with the grnlogical setting. 

Dealing with more than two 6aym 

As long as the conductivities of each layer in a two layer case are reasonably uniform, there is little 
chance that dificulties in interpretation will arise. When a third layer is present, diflexent 
combinations of layer thicknesses can give the same apparent conductivity. The equation giving a, 
in terms of the layer conductivities for any number of layers, n, is: 

It should be obvious that as the number of layers increases, various combination of layer thickness 
can give the same a, value. 

In a threelayer sequence with conductivities decreasing with deph, a decrease in apparent 
conductivity could be interpreted as a decrease in the uppermost layer thickness or an increase in the 
middle layer thickness, Selecting the correct interpretation would require knowledge of the geology 
sufficient that the most likely tendency would be known. Thus the possibility of more t h  one 
interpretation underlines the requirement sat geophysical measurements must be used to extend 
geological knowledge rather than determine geology where no prior understanding exists. 

Summary 

In a suitable geological setting, a pound conductivity survey can be a very efficient way of mapping 
subsurface geology or a condition of the ground with a distinctive conductivity. The key to a useful 
outcome is 1) a prior understanding of the general geological character of a site or feature, 2) a 
geological setting or feature which can be described in terms of, at most, a few layers and 3) the 
existence of a discernable contrast in electrical conductivity between these elements. 

EM methods can be used for a variety of applications to delineate conductivity contrasts and to 
assess material pruperties. It is a relatively quick and inexpensive survey method that offers both 
late4 mapping and depth sounding capability. Although it lacks the resolution of instruments that 
operate in the wave propagation regime such as GPR and acoustic techniques, the ability of EM to 
detect targets at great depths is one of its inherent advantages. As with dl geophysical techniques, 
and in spite of the very powerful f o m d  and inverse modelling tools available, interpretation of EM 
data should always be done in conjunction with reliable ground-truthhg, be it drillhole logging, 
geological mapping, water sample analysis or any other independent assessment method. 
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Land-based shallow seismic methods 

Susan E. Pullars and James A, Hunter 

Introduction 

land-based seismic methods are geophysical techniques which use measurements of the time taken 
'for acoustic energy to travel from a source on the surface thlsorrgh the subsurface and back to a 
series of receivers on the ground. Energy is refracted or reflected at boundaries where there is 
a change in acoustic impedance (the product of material density and seismic velocity). Because 
contrasts in acoustic impedance are generally associated with lithological boundaries, seismic 
techniques can be used to obtain subsurface stmctural information. The purpose of this paper is 
to outline the application of land-based seismic methods to delineating the structure of 
unconsolidated sediments and the underlying bedrock surface. 

Until the 1980s, refraction rather than reflection methods were used almost exclusively 
when shallow subsurface structural information was required (note that the situation was 
completely different for water-based studies - see Chapter 6). Refraction methods depend on the 
measurement of only the time of first arrival of seismic energy at each receiver location, and so 
do not require digitization of the seismic wave train or computer processing of the data. Thus, 
refraction surveys could be carried out with relatively sjmple and inexpensive equipment, and for 
many decades were the only shallow seismic method used to obtain estimates of the depth to 
bedrock, and if possible, to determine the major lithologic boundaries within the overburden. 

Seismic reflection methods have been the primary geophysical tool used in oil and gas 
exploration for over 60 years. Because of the tremendous commercial importance of oil, much 
industrial research and development has bein invested in this branch of geophysics. By the 1960s, 
specialized field procedures, digital magnetic tape recording, and computer processing of the data 
had become standard in the industry. More recently, the need for more accurate and detailed 
subsurface structural information for petroleum exploration was one of the driving forces behind 
the development of supercomputers. Conventional seismic reflection techniques are highly 
sophisticated, but require considerable investment h both data acquisition and processing . 

In the early 1980s, the development ~f digital enhancement engineering seismographs with 
high-pass filtering capabilities and the proliferat ion of increasingly powerful microcomputers, 
began to make the application of seismic reflection methods to "shallow" problems a viable 
alternative. Over the last 15-20 years, much experience and expertise in the application of shallow 
high-resolution reflection techniques have been gained, and today these methods are not only 
technologically viable, but are also becoming accepted and proven shallow geophysical tools, 



Both refraction and reflection techniques have potential applications in geomorphological 
research, where information on the depth to bedrock, the bedrock topography or the overburden 
stratigraphy would be useful (e.g. Hunter et al., 1989; Roberts et al. ,  1992). Both techniques can 
be applied using compxessional (P-wave) or shear QS-wave) energy (compressional waves are those 
in which the particle motion and direction of wave propagation are the same, whereas shear waves 
are those in which the particle motion is normal to the direction of wave propagation). The use 
of seismic methods and the choice of refraction or reflection surveys depend on the particular 
geological setting, the desired information, and the range of depths that are of interest. In this 
paper both these techniques are discussed briefly (assuming the use of compressionaS waves), and 
some examples of survey data are presented, The objective is to describe the type of information 
that can be obtained with these methods and the conditions under which the best results might be 
expected, as well as the limitations of shallow seismic refraction and reflection techniques. 

Seismic refraction methods 

Seismic refraction methods involve the measurement of the time of first arrival of seismic energy 
at a series of source-receiver separations. Energy is radiated downwards into the ground from a 
seismic source on or near the ground surface (hammer striking a plate, falling weight, in-hole 
shotgun, explosives, etc.). At subsurface interfaces across which there is a change in seismic 
velocity (V, to VJ, energy is refracted according to Snell's law: 

(sin i , )  / V, = (sin i$ / V, 

where I ,  is the angle (with the normal to the interface) of the incident wave travelling with a 
velocity V, in layer 1, and i, is the angle of the refracted wave travelling with a velocity V, in 
layer 2. When V, is greater than V, there is a critical angle of incidence n', where the angle of 
refraction i, = 90' and sin i, = 1: 

sin i, = V, J V, (critical angle of incidence) 

For angles of incidence greater than ic, the energy is totally reflected into the upper layer. 
Energy that is critically refracted travels along the interface at a velocity V,, and is continuously 
radiated back to the surface where it can be detected by geophones (Fig. 3.1). As the source- 
receiver separations increase, energy that has been refracted from deeper (i, e. higher velocity) 
horizons overtakes the shallower refractions and becomes the first arrival. The arrival times and 
source-receiver distances are used to determine layer velocities and depths to the refracting 
horizons. 

As can be seen from the above analysis, refraction methods are based on the assumption 
that veIocity increases with depth, as energy is refracted away from the surface at an interface 
where velocity decreases. Velocity contrasts must also be large for an interface to be definitively 
identified in a refraction analysis. 



The theory and various methods of collecting and interpreting seismic refraction 
measurements can be found in basic textbooks on exploration geophysics (e.g.  Dobrin, 1976; 
Telford et al., 1976$, in more detail in textbooks devoted to refraction methods (SjBgren, 1984; 
Palmer, 19861, and in a summary by Lankston (1990). With the deveIopment of digital 
engineering seismographs and the advent of microcomputers, seismic refraction records are now 
interactively picked and anaIyzed using software developed for personal computers. Techniques 
such as delay time methods and the GRM {generalized reciprocal method; Palmer, 198 1 ; see also 
Lankston, 19901, which yieId more detailed information on subsurface structure than the simple 
dipping layer interpretation, can now be applied more easily and cost-effectively. As the 
application of shallow seismic reflection methods becomes more common (see below), attempts 
are being made to utilize the first arrival data from these large data sets to determine detailed near- 
surface velocity information (e.g., using refraction tomography, Canz et al., 1998). 
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In general, refraction methods are very useful for determining the depth to bedrock 
particularly where it is within approximately 30 m of the surface and where this interface is 
characterized by a large velocity increase (Table 3.1). As the depth to bedrock increases, andlor 
the velocity contrast at this horizon decreases, longer spread lengths {series of source-receiver 
separations) and larger sources (e. g. explosives) are required to measure refracted energy from 
the bedrock surface. As a rule of thumb, spread lengths of approximately 3-5 times the depth to 
a target horizon characterized by a strong velocity increase are repired to observe refractions 
from that horizon as first arrivals. 



Table 3.1. Compressiorual- nn$ shear-wave seismic veiocities for a van 'q  of sedimenfJrock types. 

Compressional Shear Velocity SedimentlRock Description 
Velocity (mls) dmls) 

50-400 Unconsolidated days and silts; 
unsaturated sands and gravels 

200-800 Saturated sands and graveIs; 
co~npacted clays and siIts; 
glacial tills; 
completely weathered rocks 

800-1 200 Partially consolidated sediments; 
compacted glacial tills; 
highly weathered metarnorphic/igneous rmks; 
weathered andlor jointed sandstones and shales 

1200-2000 Partially weathered to fresh shales and 
sandstones; 
weathered andlor sheared metamorphic, 
igneous or limestone rocks 

2000-2500 Slightly weathered and/or fractured 
metamorphic or igneous rocks or limestones; 
some very hard or indurated sandstones and 
shales 

2500-3500 Unweathered metamorphic and igneous rocks; 
some limes tones and dolomites 

Since velocity contrasts within water-saturated overburden materials are usually relatively 
small, refraction methods are not particularly suited to providing information on overburden 
stratigraphy unless s ignificmt velocity increases exist within the sequence. For exampIe, 
refraction methods could possibly be used to detect a thick, coarse-grained unit or diamict (typical 
velocity of > 1700 d s )  beneath a fine-grained unit srrch as silt or clay (typical velocity of 1500- 
1600 d s ) .  However, any user of refraction methods must be aware af the '"idden layer" 
problem, where refracted energy from a layer sandwiched between lower and higher velocity units 
may never appear as first arrivals pig. 3.2). 

Within unconsolidated sediments, very significant velocity contrasts are found at the 
boundary between dry and water-saturated materials (Table 3.1). This makes the water table a 
good target for refraction surveys (e.g. Haeni, 1986). 

Refraction surveys yield fairly accurate estimates of velocities of subsurface units, which 
are related to lithology (Table 3.1) and the physical state of the sediment. For example, lateral 
changes in bedrock velocity may indicate a change in bedrock lithology or a change in physical 



characteristics (e-g. weathering) of the bedrock unit. Thus, refraction can be an appropriate 
geoplrysicd technique for delineating lateral changes in stratigraphy or structure with associated 
changes in seismic velocity {e. g . fractureishear zones in bedrock surface, kimberlites?). 
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Figure 3.2, Model and time-distance plot demopassratirtg the "hidden layer " problem. a) Input 3-layer 
model. 6) Resulting synthetic seismogm showing direct and refracted arrivab. c) Correspoading travel- 
time plot. d) intetpreted 2-layer subsutface model. In this case, I5 rn of high-velocity (3000 m/s) 
overburden could not be detected using firstwarrival times, resultiag in a 25% error .in depth-to-bedrock 
estimates. 



Before embarking on a refraction survey, the problem should be modelled to ensure that 
the survey has a reasonable chance of providing the desired information. Velocities for each major 
stratigraphic unit can be estimated (Table 3.1). These velocities and estimated unit thicknesses 
can be input to simple modelling programs (e.g. Ayers, 1996) to heIp design the recording 
parameters (e.g. spread lengths and geophone spacings) for the refraction survey, and indicate 
potential probIems such as a hidden Sayer. Contractors should be able and willing to provide such 
modelled results prior to setting up a survey. 

Summary of refraction methods 

Refraction surveys can often be used very effectively to provide estimates of the depth to bedrock, 
depth to water table, and in some cases, information on major stratigraphy within the overburden 
sequence. The velocity information derived from these surveys provides an indication of lithology 
and can be used to map lateral changes in bedrock or overburden conditions. The limitations of 
refraction techniques are a) the basic assumption that veIocity increases with depth, b) the 
possibility of "hidden layers" which may Iead to significant errors in depth estimates to underlyihg 
units, c) the large source energies and long spread lengths required to obtain refractions from 
horizons deeper than 20 or 30 m below surface, and d) the difficulty in resolving detailed structure 
on the target horizon. 

Examples of refraction data 

Interpretation of refmtio pt &a from Shubenwadie, Nova Scotia 

Figure 3 -3 shows the time distance pIot and interpreted depth section for a refraction spread in the 
Shubenacadie basin in Nova Scotia. The survey was one of a series of test spreads shot to 
delineate the extent and depth of the Carboniferous basin, and to map the stratigraphy of the 
overlying Cretaceous and Quaternary sediments. 

The data were acquired by laying out 24 geophones at 5-rn spacings, and shooting 5 rn off 
each end as well as in the centre of the spread. The 120-111 spread length was sufficient to observe 
refracted arrivals from high-velocity bedrock (unit 4) at a depth of approximately 30 m, Above 
bedrock is a 15-20 m thick layer (unit 3) with a velocity of approximately 2200 m l s ,  which could 
be Cretaceous sediments or a Quaternary till sequence. Tills with velocities in this range are 
widespread in the area. The interface between units 2 and 3 is not well defined by the data, and 
therefore the topography shown on this interface in the depth section of Figure 3.3 may not be 
realistic. The upper two units (units I and 2) are interpreted to be Quaternary sediments, with unit 
1 representing the weathered or unsaturated zone. A dsillhole would be required to determine the 
lithologies of the units identified in the section. 

Refraction surveys such as the simple one discussed in this example can be carried out 
quickly and are relatively inexpensive. They can provide estimates of the depth to bedrock and 
gross stratigraphy of the overburden materials to constrain models of subsurface structure or to 
allow the optimum siting of boreholes. 
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Interpretation of shear wave refraction data from Richmond, 3. C. 

Figure 3.4 shows a reversed time-distance plot of shear wave refraction first arrivals and the 
interpretation for a refraction spread in the Fraser River deIta, British Columbia (Hunter et al., 
1998b). The objective of the survey was to deIineate the boundary between Holocene and 
Pleistocene materials. The data were obtained using low frequency horizontal geophones placed 
at 3-m intervals on surface and shear wave sources (a hammer striking the end of a truck-loaded 
beam) at each end of the spread. Shear-wave first-arrival times were identified and plotted versus 
source-geophone offset. From inspection of the plot, a high-velocity refractor was identified from 
both the forward and reversed source locations. Differing apparent velocities and intercept-times 
indicated that the high-velocity refractor was dipping. Using the arithmetically averaged refractor 
velocity, simple layered-case interpretation methods were employed (e.g. Dobrin, 1976) to 
estimate depths to the refractor at either end of the spread. The interpreted depth of 19.6 m to the 
refractor at the north end of the spread was later confirmed by drilling as the boundary between 
Holocene sand (high porosity) and Pleistocene sand (lower porosity}. Although shear wave 
velocities are relatively unaffected by water content {unlike P wave velocities), they can be 
strongly affected by porosity of materials and degree of consolidation. 
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Seismic reflection methods 

Seismic reflection methods involve measurement of the time taken for seismic energy to travel 
from the source at or near the surface, down into the ground to an acoustical discontinuity, and 
back up to a receiver or series of receivers on the ground surface {Fig. 3.5a). These methods 
require digitization of the seismic wave train and at least some degree of computer processing of 
the data. Data are usualIy acquired contimously along a survey line, and processed to produce 
a seismic section which is a two-way travel time cross-section of the subsurface (Fig. 3.5b). 
Velocity-depth functions calculated from the data, or seismic logging of a nearby borehole(s) are 
used to translate the two-way travel time into depth. 
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Figure 3.5. Basic premise of seismic reflection mthuds. E 
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a) Seismic energy produced on the ground suvace travels 
from the source down to an acot~~tic impedance @roduct of wave 
demnSEq and velocity) boundary, where it is partially 
trarnm'tced and parfiaiLy r@ected back towards the msface. 
b) Data are usually acquired continuously abng a: survey 
line and the record of ground motion as a firaction of time is 
related fv fhe srsbsurface srmture. 

Details on the development and early application of shallow seismic reflection methods can 
be found in Hunter et al. (19891, Pullan and Hunter (199Q) and Steeples and Miller (1990). These 
papers summarize the development of two different shallow seismic reflection methods - the 
"optimum offset 'I technique, which in its simplest form is a single channel, constant offset 
profiling technique requiring a minimum of data processing (Fig. 3.5 b) , and the common midpoint 
(CMP) method (often also referred to as the common-depthpoint, or CDP, method) which is an 
adaptation of the methods wed by the petroleum hdnstry. In CMP surveys, multi- (12, 24, or 
more) channeI data are secmded for each shofpoint. During processing these data are sorted 
according to their common midpoints or c o m o n  depth points (Fig. 3.61, and all data with the 
same CMP are corrected for offset and stacked (summed) in order to enhance subsurface reflection 
signals. The stacking process yields a potentiaI improvement in the signal to noise ratio 
proportional to the square root of the "fold" (number of traces summed to f o m  one trace on the 
final section). 
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The profound technologicaI improvements in engineering seismographs, personal 
computers and data storage capabilities over the last 10-15 years have overcome many of the 
limiting factors that led to the development of the "optimum offset" technique (f .e. colIection of 
single-fold data), and that technique is now essentiaIly obsolete. CMP data are routinely collected 
in the field, now often using 48 or mare channels. Engineering seismographs have a greatly 
increased dynamic range ( > 96 dB) and are now capable of recording data from vibratory sources. 
Researchers are starting to look at shallow three-dimensional surveys, using three-component 
recording, and examining more than one seismic mode at a time. Steeples (1998) provides an 
overview of the development of shallow seismic reflection techniques, and the suite of papers in 
that special issue (Geophysics, v. 63, p. 1210-1450) provides a summary of the state-of-the-art of 
shallow seismic reflection as it exists today. 

Advantages and lirnit&'ons of reflection methods 

Reflection methods overcome many of the limitations associated with refraction methods. First, 
energy is reflected back to the surface from any interface across which there is a change in the 
acoustic impedance, whether it is associated with an increase or a decrease in seismic velocity. 
Thus, even though no energy is refracted from the top OF a Iow-velocity layer, a reflection does 
exist. Another advantage of reflection methods is the large amplimde of a reflection in comparison 
to the refracted signal from the same interface; reflected waves may be as much as an order of 
magnitude greater in amplitude than the refracted wave. This means that smaller, non-destructive 
sources can be effectively used to obtain reflections from depths of several tens or hundreds of 
metres, while it might require the use of explosives or heavy, truck-mounted seismic sources to 
obtain refractions from the same horizons. Finally, reflection techniques have the potential of 
providing considerable detaiI on the overburden structure and bedrock topography depending on 
the frequencies of the reflection signals that are recorded. For example, small bedrock depressions 
or rugged bedrock topography would be difficult 10 resolve with refmion techniques, but may 
be well delineated by a reflection survey. 



Shallow seismic reflection methods do, however, have their own limitations. First, The 
successful application of any shallow reflection survey depends on the detection of high-frequency 
energy reflected from velocity discontinuities within the subsurface. Unfortunately, earth 
materials, and especially unconsolidated overburden materials, are strong attenuators of high- 
frequency energy. Thus, seismic waves in the 10-90 Hz range cornonly used in petroleum 
exploration may be reflected from depths of thousands of metres, but energy with frequencies 
above 100 Hz normally only have traveI paths on the order of tens or hundreds of metres. The 
ability of a particular site to transmit high-frequency energy is a major factor in determining the 
quality and the ultimate resolution of a shallow reflection survey (Fig. 3-71. 

Fignre 3.7. Twofleid records with similar subsIwfrace geology but diflering suflae conditions. a) IIhere 
the suface sediments are composed of a dry savtd, the seismic record shows a relta'vely low-fieqnency 
reection signal, a low signal-to-uoise ratio, m d  considerable infe#erence from groundroll. b) In contrust, 
where #he su face sedimen fs are damp andfine-grained, #he seism'c record shows axellent high-frequency 
rejlection energy, and essentially m groundroil inteverennce. 

Much of the attenuation of high-frequency energy occurs in the near surface materials 
where the seismic energy is produced (Fig. 3.8). The optimum conditions for shallow reflection 
surveys are usually when the surface materids are fine-grained and water-saturated; reflections 
with dominant frequencies of 300-500 Hz can be obtained in such field situations. These 



frequencies correspond to seismic wavelengths in unconsolidated overburden materials on the 
order of 3-5 m (Fig. 3.91, with a potential subsurface structural resolution of approximately 1 m 
(Miller et al., 1995). However, when the surface materials are coarse-grained and dry, the 
dominant frequencies of reflection data can be less than 100 Hz. In such areas, seismic 
wavelengths may exwed IS rn, and Ithe resolution of the data may not be sufficient to obtain the 
desired subsurface information (Figs. 3 -7, 3.9). 
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The ability to produce and record high-frequency energy for shallow seismic reflection 
surveys has improved significantly over the years with the development and testing of various 
seismic sources (Miller et al, ,1986,1992; Pullan a d  MacAulay , 1987) and with the technological 
improvements in engineering seismographs. Today state-of-the-art engineering seismographs use 
instantaneous-float ing-point analog-to-d igital (A ID) convertors, reducing or even removing the 
necessity to use high-frequency geophones and pre-AID low-cut filters in #he field in order to 
enhance the high-frequency components of the seismic signal. This has substantially improved 
the potential of shallow seismic reflection surveys, but site characteristics are still crucial in 
determining the suitability and chance of success of the survey. 

Reflections from very shallow interfaces mive at times that are close to the arrival times 
for energy that has travelled directly along the surface of the ground or been refracted from 
shaEFow interfaces such as the water table. For this reason it is often not possible to separate very 
shallow reflection signals from other interfering events. The depth to the first separabIe reflection 
horizon depends on the Frequency of the signals and the source-receiver offsets but in general, 
horizons within 10-15 m of the surface require short wavelengths (high dominant frequencies) and 
very tight source-receiver geometries to be snccessfully imaged (e.g. Bachrach and Nur , 1998; 
Ghose et al., 1998). 

Shallow seismic reflection surveys are expensive (commercialIy $5000 or more per line-km 
depending on the size of survey, site location, type of data collrxtion and processing, and density 
of shoureceiver locations). For this reason, such surveys are best suited to problems where 
detailed knowledge of the subsurface structure is required (e.g. to save drilling costs in drift 
prospecting exploration programs, identification of buried valleys in groundwater investigations, 
and site characterizations for environmental assessments). It is strongly recommended that 
modeITing and a test survey be carried out prior to any major reflection survey, to establish 
whether shallow seismic reflectionmethods can provide the desired resolution of the target horizon 
at that site. 

Summary of reflection methods 

Shallow seismic reflection surveys are recommended for detailed mapping of overburden 
stratigraphy and bedrock topography below depths of 15-20 m below surface. Data quality and 
resolution are critically dependent on the surface conditions, with the best results usually 
atssociated wih fme-grained, water-saturated surface materials, and the poorest results with coarse- 
grained, dry surface sediments, Large variations in surface topography along a survey line can 
be corrected for during the processing sequence; however, surface conditions and the depth to 
water table are likely to vary along with the topography and these changes may affect the 
frequency characteristics and the resolution of the data. High-resolution seismic reflection surveys 
should not be attempted in areas where the surface sediments are gas-charged (e.g. on fill, peat, 
or swamps), as the aaenuation of high-fsequency energy in such areas is extreme. 

Canying out a shallow seismic refleerion survey 

Before starting a seismic reflection survey the goals and targets of the survey should be clearly 



defind and modelled (e.g. Ayers, 1996). The operator should also be aware of the possible 
"pitfalls" of collecting shaIlow seismic reflection data, which can include an inappropriate choice 
of seismic source, or of source-receiver geometries, and spatial aliasing of groundsloll (Steeples 
and Miller, 1998). Once in the field, test data should be acquired at a number of sites located 
throughout the survey area, and covering the full range of geological conditions expected to be 
encountered. For these tests it is recommended that at least two different sources be tried (Miller 
et A., 1986, 19%; h l l a n  and MacAnlay , 19871, with small geophone spacings (112 that expected 
to be used in the final production survey) and offsets that reach at Peast 1.5 times the maximum 
depth of the primary target horizon (Steeples and Miller, 1998). The objective of these tests is to 
evaluate the quality of reflected energy (frequency and signal strength), to determine the depths 
from which reflection signals were recorded, and to establish the recording parameters 
(sourcelreceiver geometry, recording timescale, input filter settings) and line priorities for the 
production phase. In some cases, these tests may indicate that it is not possible to acquire the 
high-frequency reflection signals required to meet the goali of the survey, and the survey should 
be terminated. 

In the production phase of n CMP survey, multi-channel (12, 24, or more) data are 
recorded for each shotpoint, usually with a consistent source-receiver geometry that is moved 
continuously along a survey line. The source-receiver layout may be an off-end (source located 
off one end of the geophone spread) or split-spread (source located within the geophone spread) 
geometry, depending on the number of recording channels available, target depths, and the 
geophone and shot spacings used. Recording such data are usuaIly accomplished by laying out 
a large number of geophones and using a "rollalong" switching box (either internal or external to 
the recording seismograph) that allows a chosen suite of geophone outputs to be input to the 
recording seismograph (Fig. 3.10). It is critical that detailed and accurate records of the source 
and receiver locations for each shot are maintained throughout the survey, as it is this information 
that allows the field records to be resorted into CMP gathers and processed to produce the final 
seismic section. An elevation survey should also be conducted after the seismic data are collected 
so that topographic corrections may be applied. 
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Data processing 

A standard sequence of CMP processing steps includes trace editing, static corrections, bandpass 
filtering, gain scaling, velocity analyses, normal moveout corrections and stacking of the corrected 
traces (Pig. 3.1 1). During processing, the data are sorted according to their comrnon midpoints 
or common depth points (Fig. 3.6). Each trace is corrected for offset according to a velocity- 
depth function determined from the data (normal moveout, or NMO, corrections). Finally, the 
NMO-corrected traces in each CMP gather are stacked. This stacking procedure is the essence 
of the CMP technique, and allows a potential improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio of the data 
according to the square root of the fold. 

Velocity analysis1 I v 
~ A ~ ~ I ~  NMO correction I 

Final display I 
Figure 3.11. A standard sequence of processing steps for CMP data. 

Many seismic reflection processing packages are now commercially available, some of 
these with advanced data processing techniques developed in the petroleum industry such as 
surface-consistent deconvolution, scaIing and residual static analysis, and stnretnral modelling to 
enhance velocity and static analysis (see Yilmaz, 1987; Schieck and Pullan, 1995; Pasasa et al., 
1998). 



CMP processing involves considerable data manipulation and the interpreter must be 
careful that this does not degrade the reflection signal or produce artifacts (Steeples and Miller, 
1998). It is still recommended that common offset panels, raw field records andtor ChaP gathers 
be pulled fiom the data set and examined dnring processing. This procedure allows the interpreter 
to assess the reflection quaIity along the seismic line, and ensure that the CMP processing does 
not result in any degradation of the reflection signal (Pullm et al., 1991 ; Miller et al., 1998). 

Two-wq time 60 depth scale 

Seismic profiles are sections in two-way travel time (not depth). Velocity functions are estimated 
from the seismic data at intervals along the line during the processing sequence, in order to 
calculate the normal moveout corrections applied to the data before the stacking procedure, and 
these velocities can also be used to convert the two-way travel time section to a depth section. 
However, velocities determined from reflection data can be subject to large uncertainties, 
especially as the mveout of reflection events decreases down the record. Whenever possible, 
accurate downhoIe velocity data from berehole logging should be obtained in support of the 
seismic reflection survey (Hunter et d., 1998a). 

Examples of reflection data 

Mapping shallow foreset sequence, F m e r  River delta, B. C. 

The Fraser River delta lies just south of the city of Vancouver in an area of rapid urbanization and 
development. The delta is an extremely complex sedimentary system, and shallow seismic 
reflection surveys provide one means of delineating its three-dimensional structure (Sol, 1988; Jol 
and Roberts, 1988, 1992; Pullan et al., 1989, 1998; Roberts et al., 1992). 

An example "optimum offset" (i. e. single-fold) shallow seismic reflection section is shown 
in Figure 3.12. The fine-grained, water-saturated surface conditions of the Fraser River delta 
provide an excellent environment for shallow seismic reflection profiling; in general, reflection 
signals in excess of 300 Hz could be obtained and groundroll was almost compIetely suppressed 
with a low-cut filter. These data were recorded with an in-hole shotgun source and 100 Hz 
geophones, both planted in the bottom of water-filled drainage ditches alongside a road. The 
source-receiver offset was 12 m, and shot and receiver spacings were 1.5 m. The depth scale om 
Figure 3.12 has been calculated from a velocity analysis of  multi-channel records. This section 
shows the high quality of reflection data that can be obtained even with a very simple reflection 
technique in areas where the conditions are optimum. The vertical resolution of these data is on 
the order of 1-2 m. 

The topsets (Unit 1) are clearly depicted in this section. The unit is approximately 20 m 
thick and is separated from the underlying foreset sequence by a sharp, nearly planar surface, Just 
to the right of the centre of this figure is a shallow channel-like feature cut into the foreset 
deposits. The channel is approximately 1100 m wide and 5 m deep, and may represent an old 
distributary channel of the Fraser River. The higher-amplitude, southdipping reflections (Unit 



2) below the topset beds are interpreted to be a progradational sequence of foreset beds deposited 
on the foreslope of the ancestral Fraser delta (Jol and Roberts, 1988; Clague et al., 199 1). The 
foreset sequence is shown to be at least 50 thick along the profile shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12, Optimum ofset shalbw seismic reflecbiofi seclionfrom bhe Fraser River delta, B. C., recorded 
with an oflset of 12 m and a geophone spacing of 1.5 rn. ZTzese pornmeters allow fox high resohtion in 
the uppermost few tens of metres of the sediment sequence, This section shows the interface between the 
uppemostf%at-lying topset sediments (mit I )  and the underlying foreset sequence (unit 2) ar a depth of 20- 
25 m. 

Buried chlannel, Oak Ridges Moraine, Ontario 

Several shallow seismic reflection CDP surveys have been carried out in conjunction with a major 
program to study the hydrogeologic setting of the Oak Ridges area north of Toronto (Shave et al., 
1996). The Oak Ridges Moraine (a topographically high surface feature) is a major groundwater 
recharge area which stretches more than 160 km across south-central Ontario. The three- 
dimensional structure and the hydraulic connectivity of geologic units beneath the Moraine were 
largely unknown. The results from seismic reflection surveys (approximately 50 line-km), in 
conjunction with data obtained frem strategically placed boreholes, are contributing to a better 
understanding of the subsurface structure and its effect on regional groundwater flow (Pullan et 
aI., 1994; Pugin et al., 1996, 1999). 

Figure 3.13 shows an example of 12-fold CMP high-resolution surveying from north of 
the Oak Ridges Moraine (Pugin et al., 1996). The geophone and shot spacings were 5 m, and the 
active geophone array consisted of 24 geophones which were "rolled" through 48 traces, giving 
subsurface horizontal coverage of 2.5 rn. A 12-gauge in-hole shotgun was used as the seismic 



source. The data were recorded an an EG&G Geomtrics 2401 engineering seismograph and 
processed on an IBM compatible personal computer. 

The seismic reflection profile (Fig. 3.13) crosses a topographic valley, one of a network 
of large northeast-trending valleys in the area. These valleys are eroded into the regional 
Newmarket Till sheet and in this case, through older stratified glacial sediments below the till to 
close to the bedrock surface. The erosion is thought to be the result of catastrophic sub-glacial 
events (Pugin et al., 1996; Sharp et a]., 1996). Coarse-grained channel fills in the valley bottoms 
are potential aquifers confined by overlying fine-grained glaciolacustrine sediments. 

Information such as that provided by this seismic section has been used to site drill hoIes 
in an efficient manner in order to obtain representative geological sampling of the overburden as 
well as to investigate the potential for aquifers. 
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Figure 3.13. 12-fold CMP seismic section from north of the Oak Ridges Moraine, southern Ontario, 
showing a deeply incised buried chnnel. The channel is -1.5 km wide and 80 in deep. It is interpreted 
to have cut through she high-velocity N m r k e t  Till q o s e d  on either side of Me su#cace axpression of 
t ' h m m 8 B ~ e r t  i f l t ~ m 3 m Z T f  i rd~r~grained sediPAzfiff n@rlclEKby~rnrn~~tier:gi-SiHFd 
glaciolacustrine deposits. 



Mapping overburden stratigraphy and structure, Waterloo Moraine, Ontario 

The Waterloo Moraine in southern Ontario is an important groundwater resource in the Waterloo 
area and has been the subject of extensive studies. However, these studies have been based on 
drilling programs, with relatively little use of surface geophysics. In 1993, a short reflection 
profile was obtained in the area as a test of the applicability of shallow seismic reflection method 
to groundwater resource and modelling studies. 

The profile shown in Figure 3.14 was acquired using a 12-gauge in-hole shotgun source, and a 120 
m spread consisting of 24 geophones (50 Hz) at 5 rn spacings. Twelve-fold CMP coverage was 
obtained by shooting into each spread Trom offsets of 5 and 2.5 m from the nearest receiver, 
resulting in a trace spacing on the final stacked section of 1.25 m. The data were recorded on an 
EG&G Geometries 2401 engineering seismograph. The survey was preceded by a short trial 
phase in which test records were shot at a number of locations in the survey area to establish 
recording parameters, and to determine the expected data quality and its variation according to 
terrain type and elevation. The entire survey was recorded in two days by a three-person crew. 
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Figure 3.14. A 12-foId CMP seismic reflection p@efP.orn the Waterloo Moraine area, southern Ontario. 
The stsbsu face architectrare is enhanced by the overdrawn lines. This profile is less rkan I km in length. 
The vannation in overburden stratigraphy along this section couM ptot be predicted from borehole 
infomtion unless the boreholes were very closely spaced. 

ExcelIent high-frequency data were obtained at this site (Fig. 3-14}, with the dominant frequency 
of the reflection signal of between 250 and 300 Hz (implying a subsurface vertical resolution on 
the order of 2 m), Reflections are evident from depths of approximately 20 m belaw ground 
surface to the bedrock interface, which varies along the profile from 70-100 rn depth. The seismic 



section clearly shows a bedrock valley, 30 m deep and approximately 400 m across. Overlying 
the bedrock is a complex sequence of sediments, with the most striking feature being a broad 
depression that is not coincident with the bedrock valley. 

This profile demonstrates the potential of shallow seismic reflection surveys for providing detailed 
subsurface structural information. Such information can be valuable input to hydrogeologica1 
stzldies where the continuity of stratigraphic units between boreholes is of critical importance. 
Rapidly changing subsurface structures, such as imaged in this profile can be effectiveZy delineated 
by shallow seismic reflection methods, but are extremely difficult to infer from a limited number 
of boreholes. 

Deliraeatjng a buried Cretcaceous basin, central Nova Scotia 

In 1993, the Geological Survey of Canada and the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources 
initiated a project to examine the Cretaceous to Quaternary stratigraphy in the Shubenacadie and 
Musquodoboit valleya in cental Nova Scotia. Isolated occurrences of economically valuable silica 
sand and kaolin clays were known to occur in these basins. The object of the project was to use 
drilling and geophysical techniques (shallow seismic reflecltion surveying and borehofe logging) 
to better delineate the extent of these deposits and allow an assessment of their economic potential 
(Yullan et aI., 1997). 

The production phase of the seismic program involved the recording of continuous 12-fold 
common-midpoint-point (CMP) profiles. On the basis of earlier test spread results, these lines 
were located where substantial thicknesses of  Cretaceous Enfilling of buried basins were suspected, 
In these surveys, 5 rn shot and geophone spacings, and a 5 rn source-to-nearest receiver offset 
were used, All data were recorded on an OYO DAS-1 engineering seismograph with 
instantaneous-floating-point amplifiers and 24-bit analog-digital conversion. Acquisition rates 
averaged 0.5 km (200 records) per day with a four-person field crew. 

Figure 3.15 shows a 2 km north-south seismic profile across the western limit of the 
Musquodoboit ValIey . It is striking example of a buried basin structure, infilled with Cretaceous 
sediments reaching an estimated thickness of 140 m. The data are of excellent quality, except for 
a poor record area in the centre of the valley where boggy surface conditions caused a severe 
deterioration in ground coupling. The Quaternary sequence appears to consist essentially of a till 
that thins from a maxiinurn thickness of 40 m in the south to <20 m in the north. This rests 
unconformably on the Cretaceous sediments except at the south edge of the bedrock valley where 
a large channel has been eroded into the Cretaceous deposits. The draped structure of the 
Cretaceous sediments is clearly shown by a series of strong, concave reflections that conform to 
the curvature of the bedrock surface. Correlation of these reflections with borehole logs suggests 
that these large-amplitude reflections are related to packages of thin fine-grained Iayers including 
lignite, marcasite, and distinctive calcareous sandstone beds (Hunter et d., 1998a). 
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Figure 3.15. Seismic pro$le across west end of Musqwdoboit Valley, central Nova Scotia, showing a 
cross-section of a bedrock valley infilled with > 100 rn of Cretaceoiu $an& and clays from Pullan et al., 
199g. 

Summary 

Shallow seismic methods are geophysical tools that are capable of mapping bedrock topography 
and overburden stratigraphy, and which have applications to geomorphic research. The choice 
between refraction and reflection methods depends on the geoIogical or structural target of the 
survey, the depth of interest, and the degree of subsurface resolution required. This paper has 
attempted to provide a simpli? description of these methods, and Table 3.2 summarizes their 
advantages, limitations and major applications. It mvs t be emphasized that the quality of seismic 
data (especially of shallow reflection data) is site-dependent, and it is always prudent to conduct 
a small test survey before embarking on a major seismic program. 

Shallow seismic reflection methods have been emphasized in this paper because their 
application to Quaternary research is relatively new, and therefore perhaps less known, and 
because they have the potential to provide a particularly powerful component to geomorphic 



Table 3,2, Summary of major applicatiom of shallow seismic refiction and rflection techniques (@red 
from Blackhmk GornetPretPrcs, Technical Nofe). 

Ma-jor Applications - 
lows determination of both May require large impact sources Determining depth tho bedrock 

depth to, and velocity of, or explosives to map features at 
subsurface interfaces depths > 30 m Determining depth to water table 
characterized by significant 
velocity increases (e.g. C m o t  detect (no first arrival) Using velocity information to 

g bedrock, water table (P- .- Y 

low velocity layer beneath higher grossly estimate lithologies, or 
w waves)) velocity layer rock propertics (weathering, 
a 
& fractures) 

calculations 

-5-10 times less 

Major A: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

uoes not require increasing Acquf ition of high quality data Mapping detailed subsurface 
velocity with depth; reflection dependent on site conditions. stnrcmre (bedrock topography 
from interfaces characterized Best results usually where surface and overburden stratigraplry) - 
by either velocity increase or sediments are fine-grained and potential resolution -1 m 

water-saturated 
Preferred technique for targets 

Large amplitude of reflection Limited resolution of very near depths > 30 m when site 
signal (in comparison to surface (depending on source- conditions are favwrable 
refracted mergy from same rcceiver geometries) 
horizon) means that smaller, 
non-destructive souroes can be Velocitydepth information 

derived from data subject to large 
uncertainties, especially as depth 

an map reflecting boundaries increases (i.e. as moveout on 
ith spatial resolution 5- 10 reflection records decreases) 

imes better than refraction 

studies with continuous two-dimensional "pictures" sf the shaIIow subsurface. The few examples 
provided in this paper show that shallow seismic reflection sections can provide information of the 
depth and nature of the bedrock surface, and on the thickness, two-dimensional structure, and 
lateral continuity of different units within the overburden. It is important to keep in mind that 
accurate interpretation of a seismic section requires at least some degree of ground truth from 
surface observations or borehole information, and that the quality of seismic reflection data 
depends very strongly on near-surface conditions. However, where seismic reflection methods 
do work, they can make a substantial contribution to Quaternary or geomorphic studies by 
delineating subsurface structure. 
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Borehole geophysical logging 

Marten Doma,  James A. Hunter and Ron L. Good 

Introduction 

Borehole geophysical logging techniques have been important tools in the search for oil and gas for 
many years, A large array of such methods has been developed to yield both qualitative and 
quantitative estimates of such parameters as rock type and minerd composition, density, porosify, 
permeability, as well as dynamic elastic properties. Such equipment and techniques are usually 
applied in large diameter oil and gas bore holes reaching depths of several kilometers. 

It is only in the last forty years that "slim-hole" equipment and techniques have become 
available for potential applications in other areas such as hard rock mining and investigations within 
unconsolidated overburden (Rutter and Wyder, 1969; Killeen, 1 986). With the advent of digital 
technology, along with increased use of geophysics in environmental, hydrological and geotechnical 
engineering problems, a new generation of portable, lightweight "slim-hole7'(<l 0 cm diameter) 
equipment has emerged on the world market. Such equipment is generally designed for use in 
shallow boreholes ( 4 0 0  m depth) and commonly in field situations where plastic casing has been 
installed. 

The Terrain Sciences Division of the Geological Survey of Canada owns and operates some 
"slim-hole" sondes which are used on a routine basis to provide additional detailed stratigraphic and 
physical property data for the "third dimension" in various GSC projects. This paper provides an 
overview of the operation of these sondes along with example borehole logs from current work 
illustrating their role in geomorphological studies in the subsurface. 

Most modern field equipment is lightweight, rugged and compact; shallow boreholes can be 
logged by a single operator working h m  a small field vehicle. Figwe 4-1 shows an example of the 
Geonics EM-39 logging system (total count natural g m a ,  electrical conductivity, and magnetic 
susceptibility) set up over m engineering borehoIe. 

Figure 4-1. Geonics EM-39 borehole lugging 
system (gamma, conductivity, magnetic 
susceptibiliby sondes) infield use. 



Terrain Sciences Division borehole sondes 

Radioactive isotopes of potassium, uranium and thorium occur naturally in unconsolidated sediments 
and the decay of these elements produces gamma rays. Changes in the measured count rate of gamma 
rays emitted from a formation can be used in a qualitative manner to estimate grairi size, and to 
accurately indicate lithological boundaries. In most sedimentary environments, high count rates are , 

associated with fine-grained units such as silts and clays, whereas low count rates are associated with 
sand and gravel (there are of course both exceptions and additional modifying conditions which may 

I 

be area dependent). 

In modem sondes, a sodium iodide scintillation detector is used to detect gamma radiation. 
The simplest form of a such a system monitors total count rate over a broad energy band (0-3 Mev). 
Spectral systems, on the other hand, examine count rates of gamma energy peaks associated with , 

radioactive uranium, thorium and potassium to ascertain the relative mounts of each element, hence 
the gamma Yootprirmt" of the formation. Presently, spectral data are routinely gathered only in' 

*' 

mining exploration in rock and few measurements have h e n  made in unconsolidated overburden 
for stratigraphic evaluation. 

Gmaradiat ion is measured from the earth material immediately surrounding the borehole 
(out to a distance of approximately 30 cm from the sonde). The overall count rate level can be 
strongly affected by hole diameter, type of casing (steel vs. plastic), integration time (summing time 
per measurement), logging speed and sensitivity of the sonde; these factors must be considered when 
comparing logs done as past of different surveys in the same area. , 

Figure 4-2 shows severaI gamma ray examples from GSC boreholes illustrating common 
stratigraphic boundaries. 

The electrical conductivity of a porous unconsolidated material is a function of the combined 
electrical conductivity of the matrix or framework and the pore fluid. If the pore fluid conductivity 
is low (such as air or fresh water in the pore spaces) then the bulk conductivity of the material mainly 
reflects that of the matrix material; for example, definitive conductivity differences exist between 
sand and clay. If, however, the porewater fluid is highly conductive (e.g. saline water) and the 
porosity is relatively high (40-SO%), then the bulk conductivity of the material mainly reflects that 
of the pore fluid, and the matrix contribution to the bulk conductivity is small. Hence conductivity 
differences between clay and sand with high porewater salinity may be subdued. 

In logging programs in overburden for groundwater studies (usually in fresh pore-water 
conditions), conductivity values are commonly expressed in t m s  of resistivity (inverse of 
conductivity); high resistivities are. associated with coarse-grained materials (sand and gravel) and 
lower values with silt and clay (due to conductive clay minerals). Figure 4-3(a) shows an example 
of resistivity contrasts between sand and clay where the materials are saturated with fresh pore water. 



Figure 4-2. Example natural gamma toto 1 count-rate berehole logging data: 
(a) an example of an abrupt sand-silt boonda~y in Holocene deltaic sediments, Fraser River delta, 
B. C. (6) an example of a peat-silt boundapy, Fraser river delta, B. C. (c) a permafrost example 
showing a segregated ice lense (count rate near zero) imbedded between a sill above and a sand 
beneath, Tukroyuktuk N W. T. (4 an example ofjning upwardsequence (sand to silo in Holocene 
sediments over 3 meters, Fraser River delta, B. C. (e9 coarsening upwm& sequences (silt fo sand) 
within Pleistocene materials, Oak Ridges area, southern Ontario. 

Fn overburden logging studies directed towards detection of groundwater contaminants (e.g. 
leachate monitoring studies, or salt water invasion), electrical results a 4  given in terms of 
conductivities. Figure 4-3(b) shows a conductivity contrast 'between sand and clay where the pore 
water is saline (similar to seawater). 
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Figure 4-3(b). A borehole log example of 
electrical conductivity contrast across a silt-smd 
lithological bo~nduqv where the pore fluid 
comists ofsea-water, Fruser River delta, B. C. 

Figure 4-3 (a). An eastern Ontario bore hole 
log @ample of electrical resistiviy 
confrasf across a silt- sand Iithological 
boundary where the pore fluid is fresh 
wafer. 7 k e  horizontal scale is logarithmic 
to emphasize resistiviby contpasf at low 
values. ,- 
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Induction electromagnetic conductivity loggers do not require contact with the formation or 
fluid in the borehole; hence, they are commonly used in plastic-cased boreholes in engineering and 
environmental surveys (the method does not work in steel casing). A high frequency electromagnetic 
is signal transmitted from, and received by two coils in the sonde. The magnitude of the induced 
electromagnetic field (the so-called out-of-phase or quadrature response) is proportional to formation 
electrical conductivity (at relatively low conductivities). The necessary spacing between 
transmission and receiving coils in the sonde results in the observed conductivity being the average 
of a large volume of material around the sonde, the extent of which is governed by the inter-coil 
spacing; hence, a form of smoothing is imposed on the conductivity log. As well, most induction 
logging sondes have been designed to be relatively insensitive to near effects (such as ehahge in hole 
size or saline drilling fluids), and most of the conductivity response comes from 15- 100 cm out from 
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the tool. Fwther details can be found in TayIor et al. (1 989). 

Induction logging systems have non-linear response at high formation conductivities 
(measured values 20% less than actual ones). For example, using the Geonics EM-39 system in 
boreholes where formation conductivities exceed 200 mS/m, it is necessary to perfom post- 
acquisition correction (McNeill, 1986). 

Figure 4-4 shows examples of high formation conductivities and a conductivity gradient . 

associated with Holocene sediments overlying Pleistocene materials from bureholes in the Fmer 
River delta. In this case, it has been interpreted that the Holocene delta sediments were laid down 
in a seawater environment; subsequent groundwater Row associated with the more permeable 

' 

Pleistocene materials has resulted in salt diffusion resulting in a salinity gradient. Where pore water 
samples were available for boreholes in Holocene sediments, salinity-electrical conductivity 
relationships have been attempted (Hyde arid Hunter, 1998). Throughout the Fraser River delta, 
conductivity gradients in the lower part of the Holocene sediments are prevalent (Hunter et al., , 

199th). In Champlain Sea sediments in eastern Ontario, high or low electrical conductivity values 
are also cornlatable with presence or absence of saline pore water, and are associated with eitherL---' -' -- 

stable or "sensitive clay" conditions. 
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Figure 4-4. Example borehole logs from the Fruser River deltg showing high condzjctivibies in the 
upper Holocene deltaic materials due to saline porewater; and conductivity gmdients down to the 
top of the Pleisfocene materialx Oesh-water, permeable). 



Mag fief ic sweep f ibilify 

Magnetic susceptibility is a measure of the magnetization capacity of a material and is a 
dimensionless quantity (i.e. in effect, the ratio of the induced to the applied magnetic field). In 
unconsolidated earth materials most of the response results from small quantities of magnetite. 
Hence, anomalously large values of bulk magnetic susceptibiIity in a fomation are an indirect 
indication of increased heavy mineral content. I' 

The magnetic susceptibility sonde is similar in design to that of the induction electrical 
conductivity sonde; the so-called "in-phase" response of the instrument is a measure of the 
fomation magnetic susceptibility and hence has a similar ('but slightly less) depth of penetration into ' 

the formation as well as limitations in resolution. Where earth materials exhibit high electrical 
conductivity (>200 mS/m) a correction for conductive effects must be made to the raw magnetic 
susceptibility field data. A detailed description of the tool is given by McNeil et al. (1 996). 

In borehole logging in overburden the magnetic susceptibility tool can be used as an aid in ' 

identifying layer boundaries (e.g. clay versus sand) and, in some cases, to identify differing origins- 
of similar materials (e.g, magnetite-rich sand). Figwe 4-5 shows some examples of magnetic 
susceptibility logs in unconsolidated sediments. 
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Figure 4-5* Exsmmple borehole logs of magnetic susceptibility data showing: 
a) a sand-clay boeandury (Holocene materials), eastern Ontario, b) the Holocene - Pleistocene 
boundary in borehole FD94-4, Fraser River delta. Magnetite content of Pleistocene sediments in 
maw Fraser River delta-boreholes is relatively high, c) high magnetic susceptibiliiy assoeiaded 
wi fh a sand unit in Pleistocene materials fiom fhe Oak Ridges area, southern Ontario. 



Spectral gumma-gamma density log 

Slim-hole gamma-gamma density logs have been available for many years; such tools generally use 
a collimated radioactive gamma ray emission source (e.g. Cesium 137, Cobalt 60) and a collimated 
receiver to measure total count rate of radiation after penetration into the formation, assuming that 
such radiation is scattered proportionally to the bulk density of the formation (Compton scattering). 
cumnt1y, using measurement of g m a  radiation levels over a spectrum of gamma ray energies (0 
to 3 Mev) it is possible to refine the energy window over which the Compton scattering phenomenon 
is predominant (Killeen and Mwenifumbo, 1 988). 

ConsiderabIe experience with this type of tool has been acquired in hard rock mining 
exploration, and open-hole calibrations between observed count rates and rock densities are 
available. However, for borehole logging in unconsolidated overburden, where the too1 is generally 
mn in a small diameter PVC casing, density calibrations have not yet been attempted. Hence, density 
variations are relative and are values are given in units of count rate (e.g. high count rate equivalent 
to low density, and vice versa). Examples of spectral gamma density logghg in overburden are 
given in Figure 4-6, 

Figure 4-6. Examples of gamma-gam ma rela five density bore hole lags showing density variations: 
a)across an aqzafcr in Pleistocene materials, borehole OGS- J 9, Oak Ridges area, southern Ontario. 
b)w ithin Pleistocene materials, berehole No belton 95-3, Oak Ridges area, southern Ontario. 

Spectral gamma-gamma ratio tog 

The low energy end (<I 80 keV) of the observed gamma ray spectrum of earth materials obtained by 
using one of the above-mentioned sources in a sonde, is particularly sensitive to the average atomic 
number (2) of the formation (due to photoelectric absorption). Hence, by choosing a low energy and 
a high energy window, verticaI changes in the count-rate ratio of these windows would reflect 



changes in Z but would be insensitive to changes in formation density. Tn averbuden materials, such 
changes in average Z might result from variation in heavy mineral content, void ratio, or moisture 
content. 

The spectral gamma-gamma tool can be used to obtain dative density as well as qualitative 
estimates of changes in average 2. An example of such a log, in Figwe 4-7, shows variations in 
porosity in a water-sahzrated Pleistocene aquifer in the Oak Ridges moraine. 
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Figure 4- 7. Spectral gamma-gamma ratio (high e n e r d o w  energy) in coarse grained Pleistocene 
materials, borehole OGS-19, Oak Ridges area, southern Onrario. 

Seismic dowrthole logs 

Compressional and shear wave velocities of unconsolidated formations can be used to identify 
changes in moisture content (top of water table) md strengths of materials, and to provide qualitative 



estimates of over-consolidation. 

Compressional wave (P -wave) surveys are commonly done using a multichannel hydrophone 
array deployed in a borehole, along with a surface source (hammer and plate, or in-hole seismic gun) 
deployed adjacent to the borehole. For successive source shots, the array is moved down the borehole 
at intervals. Travel times of P-waves between the source and the hydrophone detectors are measured 
and interpreted for interval velocities. Details of such work can be found in Hunter et al. (19986). 
Such hydrophone arrays can consist of 12 or 24 detectors with spacings in the range of 0.5 or 1 m 
so as to provide detailed vertical velocity coverage, 

In a similar manner, downhole shear wave interval velocities can be measured using a single 
(or an array of) well-lock, 3-component geophone(s), and a surface horizontally polarizing shear 
wave source (commonIy, a loaded plank, hammered end-on). 

P- wave veIocities in unconsolidated materials are strongly affected by the pore fluid velocity. 
For most near-surface, normally consolidated, water-satumted materials, the P-wave velocity is 
approximately 1500 to 1800 d s ,  slightly higher than that of water (1 480 d s ) .  

Figure 4-8 shows both compressional (P-wave) and shear wave velocities in a deep 
stratigraphic borehole in the Fraser River delta. The P-wave log indicates the presence of low water 
content in the pore spaces in the upper portion of the hole ( in this case a small quantity of methane 
gas is present in the pore space) resulting in low velocities. The boundary between Holocene and 
Pleistocene sediments is marked by an abrupt increase in velocity (resulting from an increase in bulk 
density, bulk modulus, as well as increased age-related consolidation). 
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Figure 4-8. Compressional and shem wave 
velocities in Holocene sand Pleistocene materials, 
borehole FD94-4, Richmond B. C. 
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Shear waves are transmitted through the framework of the material and are much less 
affected by pore fluid composition. On the other hand, shear wave velocities are affected by load 
pressure (depth of burial), and degree of consolidation. 

The shear wave velocitydepth section shown in Figure 4-8 indicates an increasing shear 
wave velocity, with depth, in the upper portion of the hole, in response to overburden load pressure. 
At the Holocene-Pleistocene boundary, the abrupt shear wave velocity anomaly is associated with 
over-consolidated glacial materials (with increased bulk density and shear modulus). 

Summary 

Geophysical logging of boreholes drilled in overburden can be used to augment the observed 
geological sample descriptions. Such data can reveal subtleties of p i n  size, mineralogy and pore- 
water content that are not readily observable during normal specimen examination in the field. 
Borehole stratigraphy may be more accurately constrained and hole-to-hole correlations more easily 
visualized with the aid of geophysical logs. 
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CHAPTER 5 Grouad penetrating radar 

Stephen D. Robimon and Yves M i c h d  

Introduction 

Graund penetrating radar (GPR) has been paining widc m x p t m c e  in the gmorphic comunity 
as a fast, reliable, portable, and relatively inexpensive tool for non-destmctive high-resolution 
mapping of subsurface materials. In many applications, GPR is the ody geophysical method that 
can provide the resolution and depth of penetration required by geomorphologists. GPR mweying 
and intwpretatian are relatively simple, and although a good knowledge of the geophysical theory 
behind GPR is useM to understand system response, it is not dways a requirement for the 
production of successful surveys. GPR surveying is in many ways similar to shallow seismic 
reflection (Chapter 31, but whereas seismic methods generally yield limited infomation in the 
upper 10 m and have poor resolution, GPR is especially adept at delineating near-surface features 
and provides much improved resolution (McCam et d., 1 988). 

This paper is intended as an introduction to the application of GPR to d o u s  aspats of 
geomorphic research, and as such the geophysics are kept to a minimuin, and the basics of 
successful GPR surveying and case studies are stressed. Those wishing to delve deeper into the 
physics behind GPR are encouraged to read Annan and Davis (I 977), Daniels et d. (1 9881, Davis 
and Anmn (19891, and: Peters et d. (1994). 

Basic geophysical concepts of ground penetrating radar 

GPR sumeying involves the transnrission of short busts of high muency (10 to 1000 MHz) 
e l e c t r o ~ c  (EM) energy inlo the ground. The hquency of the transmitted pulse is dependent 
upon the antennas being wed in the survey. A part of the energy is radiated into the ground where 
it travels with a velocity controlled by the geological properties of the ground (typically 1 /2 to 111 0 
of the speed of light). Depth of signal pnetmtion, is controlled by attenuation losses within the 
ground. S u M a c e  changes in material, density, water content, or temperature can cause a pcrkion 
of the energy to be reflected back towards the d a c e ,  where it is detected by a receiving antenna 
(Fig. 5.1). The preportion of the signal that is reflected at a given subsurface change is dependent 
upon the magnitude of electrical changes at the 'bounchy. A contact that causes energy reflection is 
called a reflector. The response of the receiving antenna as a function of time at one m e y  station 
is termed a truce. The radar system records both strength and rehrm time ofthe reflected pulse at 
successive s w e y  stations, making it possible to compile a profile and non-demctively map 
features beneath the ground surface. Figure 5.2 is a sample profile compiled h m  traces collected 
every 0.5 m fm 114 m. Note that the horizontal axis represents position along the profile, and the 
vertical axis is the two-way travel time (in nanoseconds) of the radar wave. Individual reflectors 
are shaded black and often appear in m y  successive traces, allowing the delineation of subsurface 
features. 
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The theory behind propagation wioci~, depth of penetratfort, attenuation, repection 
coeflcients, and resolution is key to &-ding the basics of ground penetrating radar, 

Velocity 

GPR systrms measure the "distance" to a reflector in terms ofthe two-wq travel time between the 
cIllission of the tmnsmitted puke and its to the ~ceiver. The wave p'opgation velocity is 
required irr order to convert two-way travel times to dm eshatcs.  Relative permittivity., or 
dielectric cornrant 6) is related to the ability of a materid to e l 6 c d I y  polarize, and is the main 
factor controlling wave velocity through a mW. Higher velacities related to lower values of 
dielectric constant (Table 5.11, As the permittivity of water is typically at least 20 times higher than 

SURVEY MEIWOD GPR RESPONSE 

DISTANCE 

Figure 5.1 Refledon suntey method with electmntc~gnetic energy rsanmtittedpom the hamitrer 
(7J and received at the receiver (R) lrJrer reflecting ofa contrast in material, d e m i ~ ,  or w e r  
conten!. One pace is collected at each mwey station, with a collection of traces J;om evenly 
spaced xtatx*onrfsrming a profile. 7 % ~  GPR response at rig& shows the I )  air wave, 2) ground 
wave, arzd 3) s@ectorfiom the contact. Successive traces me shown as a respome to moving fhe 
untennm duri~gproflle collection. ?he air wave travels through the air between the I t m i t i e r  
and receiver and acts as a zero time mmhr- The ground wave travels through the surface skin of 
#he gsotmd at a slightly lower velociv. Respomes received ufter the air artd ground waves are 
most o$enf;om the subsuI;'facee 

' The relative pmnittivity or dielectric constant (K) is t h  d o  of the diel&c permittivity of the mamial rn that of 
fi.te space. 



Figure 5.2 A sIunpe GPR profe with nnees cdlected wery 0.5 n for 114 m to form nprojle. 
llre horizontal rais represents position along the poflle, and the vertical mir is the hw-wrry t rml  
rime (in mnosecon&] of the rndm w m ,  In this cme* the positive pvLres representing individual 
refectra on shaded black a d  ofrn appear in many successtw traces, allowing the deline~tion of 
subm$ace feutures. Tmj examples shmvs mussive g r o d  ice, e~cZosing sediments. and bedrock 
t~pogruply neur Contwoyto Lake, N W. I: Swce:  nud$edfrom Wove et d (1 997). 

most solid components, this factor mroplctely dominates propagation velocity in many saturated 
mviro~ents (e.g. pat). Propagation velocities should always be measured during a radar survey, 
but in general the velocity of a mdar wave in a material can be calculated from the following 
relationship: 

Velocity of the radar wave in air 
Velocity = 

Jdielectric constant of material 

The most common technique for conducting a velocity rneaswment (CMF -3 is 
explained in detail in the section on inter@ati:on. 



?he depth ofsigndpenetrafion is conttoUed by the aflenzcation rate of the material, which is h 
turn prhmily influenced by electrIca2 c o r t d ~ c t i v i ~ ~  The &electtic constant of the mafaial has 
minor effects u p  the attenuation rate. The attenuation rate (a - expressed in m/m) exponentially 
reduces the initial signal amplitude (a' with depth (z), and follows the @on of: 

whm A is the pulse amplitude at depth z 

The amplitude is reduced at some depth to a point where it is in&stinguishalde h r h  
background noise when it anrives at the receiver. This depth is considered the depth of peneimtion. 
The depth of penctmtion within which reflectors may be still distinguishecl can be predicted from 
radar range equations supplied: by Davis and h a n  (1989). However, for many applications, 
familiarity with the material electrical conductivity can Ix used to estimate the potential depth of 
penetration, md therefore success, of a w e y .  R e f a g  to Table 5.1, materids with high 
conductivities have high rates of attenuation and accompanying shallow depths of pen-tion. As 
a general d e ,  GPR is of Iimited use when the soil conductivity is greater than about 20 mSlm. 

Table 5,l 2)pical dielectric constunt, electrical mnducthity, veJ0c1~~ and o#emmarron wlues 
observed in common pIogic materials, . 

Air 
DktaM water 
Fresh water 
Sea w m r  
Dry 
Sammtd m d  
Limestone 
Shale 
Silt 
Clay 
Granite 
m' salt 
Ict 

Reflations of the tmsmitted pulse occut when there is sufficient contrast in dielectric constant at a 
bomdary between materials. If the dielectric constants at m interface are K, a d  &, a downward 



moving wave of amplitude A travelling in material 1 is reflected at the interface with material 2 
with an amplitude of RA, where the reJIecfiorr cmflcient R is given by: 

The remaining. energy transmits through the hterfaee with a reduced amplitude, and is available for 
reflection at subsequent interfaces. 

Grrtduetl changes in dielectric constant o h  do not produce reflections. For a bunday to 
be m n s i d ~  abrupt, the change in dielectric constant must occur in roughly one quarter of a 
wavelength (?J4 in metres), and is obviously dependent upon optrating frequency (fin MHz) and 
the velocity of the materid. Thus, with proper choice of antennas, gradational b ~ d a r i e s  (e.g. the 
water table in fme-grained soils) may become distinct reflectors if the frequency is rcdwed to the 
point that the wavelength of the propagating radar pulse i s  long w m p d  to the thickness over 
which the bundary occurs. 

Resolution is the ability of the radar system to distinguish two signals that are close to each 
other in t h e .  Higher frequency antennas yield greater resolution thm antennas of lower h p e n c y ,  
but have lower depths of penetration. Note the resolution also deteriorates with depth, as it is often 
the higher kqucmcy energy in the pulse that is attenuated. Figure 5.3 outlines the q s t d  
molution (resolvable thickness) as a function of propagation velocity and antem frequency, 
Figure 5.4 presents the exact same radar profile conducted with 50,100, and 200 MHz antmas for 
depth of penetration and resolutian comparisons. 

Figure 53 Resolution, or resolvable thickness, rxr a finctian of ru&r wove velocisy and 
wavelength for antenm@equencies of 25 to 200 Mfi Source: Jd (1995). 



Jol(1995) used ant- of different frequencies to examine d g r a p h y  within a saturated 
freshwater delta and found that vertical resolution ranged from 0.1 5 rn (200 MHz antennas) to 0.76 
rn (25 MHz), and depths of penetration ranged fiom 14 m (200 MHz) to 28 m (25 W). In the 
less i d d  case of F i p  5.4 from the Norman Wells pipeline mute, resolution ranged h m  0.14 to 
0.52 m (V=0.10 d n s ) ,  yet penetration was limited to about 4 4 with 50 MHz antennas and to less 
than 2 m with 200 MHz antennas. 

111111M) BASE OF ACTIVE LAYER 

F i i m  5.4 The same r&proJIe sumeyed with 50, 100, and 200 MHz antennas. These s m y s  
were conducted across n sZupe on the N m a n  Wells pipeline, N R? T , with o 1.5 m thick w o d h i p  
imJ&bn iqer to protect pem@us~, Nore that the reflectors of interest in this case, the bare of 
annual thaw, base of woodchip imuIa~ion, and she pipe itsevare onIy readily opprenf in the 50 
ond 100 AdHz m e y s .  me 200 MHz s m q s  r e m e d  too many additions! refecrors t h  c~nfuse 
the interpretation Source: Robinson and Moorman (1 995). 



To put dl of this in a geomwphic context, Table 5.2 lists a variety of geomorphic 
applications along with the reasons why they were mccessfd (or unsuccessful) based upon the 
GPR basics loutlined above. The table is not a complete list of GPR applications, and is heavily 
weighted towards successful r e d &  as those are the most likely to appear in the literature. 

hess ing various GPR applications 

Y m  of radar experience have allowed the development of several "rules of thumb1Yfor 
det-g the potential success of GPR applcations. If detailed background i n f d o n  on 
elecnical properties (especially conductivity and dielectric constant) eKists for the site, then the 
potential for success can be assessed by using the radar range equations provided by A n m  and 
Davis (1  977). Otherwise it is best to either 1) review the liter- pertinent to your application, or 
2) review parameters crucial to GPR to estimate success. Under ideal penetration cmdftions (dry 
sand or ice), signals h m  50 MHz anttnnas can penetrate 30-50 rn. This value is drastically 
reduced in a saturated clay, often to less than 1 m. Maximum penetration within saturated peat 
appears to be about 8-1 0 m with 50 MHz antemas, 

Conditions to assess prior to conducting a survey include the following: 

Soil conchrctivi~y 
Low conductivity soib yield low attenuation rates, and as a general rule GPR will not be successful 
in tenns of penetration if the conductivity is >20 mSlm. Suweying in tidal flats or other marine- 
deved sediments is rarely successful. In some instances however, the delineation of high 
conductivity zones is the survey objective (contaminant spills or the mapping of saline soils). 

Cultural interference 
Buildings, e v w h d  or buried electrical cables, and c m  will dl cause interference if they are too 
close to the s w e y  line. In addition to being transmitted into the ground, radar wave are also 
transmitted in the air (antenna are only poorly directional) and reflections a n  falsely appear as 
subdace features in s ptofik. The same warning applies to natural objects that may be close to 
the m e y ,  such as cliffs or large boulders. In many cases reflectors caused by such interference 
can be identified and accounted for during  tatio ion. Any reflector that arrives with a velocity 
of 030 d m  has m above gmmd source. Proximity to radio trmsmitters should dso be avoided, 
as external radio signals may saturate the receiver. 

Mafwial morphology 
Sand and gravel are o f h  of low conductivity, and different sbatigraphic units cornonly have 
high dielectric contrasts due to different water contents or bulk densities, redtirrg in deep 
penetration (low attenuation) and excellent dischimtion of bedding features. Clays are most 
often highly conductive due to high dissolved ion concentmtions, resulting in high rates of signal 
attenuation. Large boulders often cause hyperbolic reflections; that is, the radar unit "sces'Wem 
before it is over top of the  W d e r  (c-f. Fig. 6.6). This pattern commonly obscures smunding 



Table 52.  Some geornorphologicd app1idons of gtotlfld penetrating radar. 

Geomo~hological GPR Reasons for Success Comments References 
Application 

Internal mwpholqg of 
freshwater fluviav deposits 
(come-gdncd) 

Mapping thickmss, basal 
topography. and intmal 
morphology of pcatlamds 

PcmFafmst mapping, 
including nhc distrihutian 
and thickness of massive 
ground ice and enclosing 
sediments 

.low conductivity m l b  in excellent pmebatian [up 
ro 50 m with 25 MHz mtennm) 
*strong dietcatic contrasts mlted in c x o t l h t  
discrimination of  intmal morphology 
d c c p e ~  pcrraticm if the deposits art dry (SIX Smith 
and Job 1992) 

marked diet& conbast (due to changts in water 
content) at the pcat-miml contact and among p a t  
Iaym results in excellent delineation of 'b;rrsal 
topography and intmal stratigraphy 
.low velocity (a.04 mlns) in unfrozen peat results in 
high molution 
.from p t  has a velocity 2-3 times higha than 
unfrozen peat, faeilitat ing permafmst delineation (see 
Kettles and Robinson, 1996: Horvath. 198) 

.cxeellmt prnpagatim depths (up b 30 m) due to 
pmnaftost if dimen@ ts cfoarse (Wolfe et al, 11997)1 
4argc diclccbic contrasts W e e n  &bonded 
sediments snd pure ice result in excellent reflectm 
delineation 
*excellent discrimination of  intemnl sediment features 
and bedrock topography 

.Smith and kl(1992) mapped d e b  srr-hitcctvre 
(thicknesr, inrmd m t u r e ,  angle of bedding) in 
fairly coiwqp!ned material (an ideal 
environment), while d w s  have attrmpted to map 
he-pi&, poorly sorted, and higha 
canductiviv deposits with more m o d e  mulls 
(e.& Bridge a al., 1995; Fisha a al., 1995) 

*high velocity d- mlutSon in froam peat, 
wd wakens p~an-mincwl rtfleetors 
*high attenuation rates are found in peatlands 
devclopcd on marine deposits (e.g. Thcimcr el d, 
1994) 
-with sndllary Earing datq peat types can bc 
mappad over I m e  arcas: (as can Ehangcs in M e t  

*besr mule m winter wiB thin snow mva and 
withwt active Iga development 
.much of the ground ia in the High Ardic is  
enclosbd in marine sediments, mlting in high 
attenuation (Robinson. 1994) 

Jof and ! h i &  (1991) 
Smith and lo! (1992) 
101 ( 1 995) 
O l m  and Andrcawm (1995) 
van Ovwmeerm (1998) 

Theimer et d. ( 1994) 
Jol and Smith (1995) 
Kettles and Robinson (1996) 
W m a a l .  (1990) 
Hannim (1 992) 
Lapcn et al . (1 9%) 
Horvath (1 998) 
Robinson and Klettks (unptb. data in 
this papm) 

Anm d Davis(3976) 
Wolfc tt a!. (1997) 
b w m  tt al. (1991) 
D a l l l i m  md Davis (1 992) 
Robinson (1993) 
h o n e  et al. (FIB) 
Robinson, Burgess, and Wolfe (mpub. 
data in this paper) 
Michaud et al. (1994) 

Deljncation of pemrafiost .good delination of thawed dtpth end txrent due to diillculty was m c w n t d  due to spatial changes Bugcss a a!. (1B5) 
dong a ptptlinc mute, - large variation in dielectric constant between hm in velocity (frnw vs. unfrozen) Robinsan and M m m  (1995) 
including locating the and unfrozen material rpoom results in clay due to high nnftom wata 
buried pipe. -I&~DII of buried pipt(m2rn dm) easy asirPg 50 cwrtRn 

and 100 MHz antennas 



Table 53, continned 

Soil him d e l i i t i o n  *high hqumcy GPR with high ttswltim, in avariabk moisture cment ( tmpml  and spatial) Dominic d al. (1 995) 
conjunction with soil pits, um be used to Mineete soil products comelation problems Dmlittle (1982) 
horizons and soit types, and clay content T m w v  ct at., (1994) pmmt an interesting Colfins and Dwlitllc (t987) 
.can also map depth to badrock in m e  casts application of airborne soils mapping using GPR 

1 ~ a P  morphology of astong d i i c  eanttasts m l t d  in m l l t n t  -Islope ofatflectm provided useful informtion to P a m  and M i d  (19%) 
mash1 raised b c h w  discriminertion of internal morphobgy r t ~ m c b  shoreline locations 

*law velocity resulted In high resolution 

Bath- and .stmng dielectric mrtast oRcn exist bctwcm wdu d c s t  to rrmduct m v q  when from (sac L-owc (1 985) 
lirnnologid -die column and lake bed mataial Momm d Michel, 1997) Moonnm and Mkhcl(l997) 

*low velocity in saturated material inc- *useful to find optimal sediment coting sites, water Robinswr, Burgess and Wolfe (unpub. 
resolution depths >FQm may bacome problematic data in this paper) 

HydrogeoeOghI .mEtlknt Mimatian of d?c water table and nquifer amarked loss of signal m day and wata tabk hsvt Michard d al. (1 997) 
invcstigatim {incl, watm dimensions in fairly -inad anataiai a thick cqillaq fringe (non-abrupt tefltetot) Davis and Annm (1991) 
table and aquifer .sinkhole mapping ( C l a s g  1989) Clasen ( 1 989) 
delineation) Arcone a a!. (1998) 

van ovemleercn (1998) 
Frachm mapping within low ntlmmtiar nsuh in pmctration to OVCT SO .high m M v i t i &  w m  noted in some water- Holloway ( f 992) 
granite m filled frachrres at depth Stevens et a!. (1 995) 

*high dielecrric m d m l  at water-filled fractures give 
stmng reflector sEgnanm 

chid ice eethiehes and wny low attenuation (*r 0.0E dBlm) and high mapping glaciers was the wigiinal apptication far Behrendt a al. (1 979) 
internal mtigmphy velocity (0.16 dm) can result in signal pcnctration to which GFR was devtloped Evans (1 963) 

sevml hundred meas Bmtly et at. (1979) 
*-g rcfltctor a base of glacier (dtamatic dcmast 
in watw cantent) and at points of different ice density 



reflectors. Remember that in m y  cmes the dielectric properties ofthe pore water overwhelm the 
material dielectric W e s .  

Moisture content 
Moisture content is often the o v d l m i n g  control on dielectric constant, and therefom velocity 
and resolution A high water content slows the velocity and Encreases resolution. However, 
attenuation rates are higher in wet materials than dry materials. Dissolved ions in the pore water 
increase conductivityt resulting in a further increase in attenuation rate. Clays have especially high 
dissolved ion concentrations. 

Frozen or u n h c n  material 
f m  represents one of the best manmissive media for radar (especially if it is ice-rich), 
although propagation velocities are high (0.10 to 0.16 dm). Large dielechic contrasts exist at 
frozen-unfrozen contacts, making radar ideal for mapping the active layer or thaw contxts. Frozen 
clay often contains a high unhm water content, redthg in the same conductivity problems as 
with mbm clay. 

Top-down reflector potenrial 
Tke sequence and strength of potential reflectors and reflectors of interest must be kept in mind 
when plmning mdar sweys. Very mng near-mhce reflectors (snow-ground, water table or 
active layer reflectors) may d t  in a Iarge propdon of energy being reflected prior to reaching 
the depth of interest, In many geomorphic applications, this can be parhally solved by careful 
selection of antenna fkquency or survey season. 

Depth of interest and resolution required 
An idea of the desircd penetration depth and resolution is required prior to sumeying for survey 
design There is a trad-ff between depth of p e n d o n  and resolution (Jol, 1995). HoweverI it is 
possible to -at. a s m q  wing different antenna frequencies. Practical experience has shown illat 
often the reflectors of interest are obscured if antenna kquency is too high, as too many "minor" or 
mimpwbnt reflectors overwhelm the profile. Also remember that near-surf= geomeltiy is often 
distorted when wing a large antenna separatiun as is common with low frequency antennas. Target 
geometry (height, length and width) and orientation ( d e  and dip) should dso be estimated prior 
to w e y i n g .  For example, if the survey objective is to masme the dip of a reflector, the general 
direction of strike and dip should be known prior to surveying. Conductmg two perpendicular 
m e y  fines will aid in finding the me dip direction. 

Note that many ofthese parmeters often go hand in h d .  For example, clays are g e n d l y  
of high conductivity while mds are not, unless local groundwater is highly conductive. 

Conducting a GPR suwey 

GPR surveys can be conducted in three different m d t s .  By far lthe most cornon is reflection 
projling mode, in which both antemas are moved at a set distance in the same dinction, with a 



trace being co1Eected at each m m y  station. This type of w e y  results in the c m s - d o n  plot as 
seen in Figtrre 5.2. Other surveys types include common mid-point (Cm) mode for calculating 
velocity, and tramillurnination mode, in Which the mmmitter and receiver are set up on opposite 
sides of a medium to "look" through the material (e.g. antemas set up on opposite sides of a pillar 
in a mine shaft to examine bctures). CMP m e y i n g  and interpretation are dealt with in a 
subsequent section, while transillurnhation sumeying is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Reflection pmfding 

Anlame are always kept a set distance apart, d l y  1 to 2 m depending on the antennae 
fkquency and s w e y  target. Keeping the antennae close together minimizes near-mfkce 
geometric distortion, but m y  mdt in interference betma the tmmmitting and receiving 
antennae. As a general rule of thumb, antennae should be kept apart the same distance as the length 
of one antenna (i.e. 1 m for 100 MHq 2 m for 50 MHz etc.). Remember that antennae selection 
should be made basdl upon target depth and required resolution. Homer,  as sweying a 200 rn 
line W l y  requires less than an how, it does not require significant additiond effort re-srwey a 
section with a different set of antennae. Currently available radar units are portable enough to be 
carried in a backpack; however* many users puII the radar unit and batteries on a. sled or in a 
wheelbamw. To cover larger weas, radar suweys have been successfdly conducted by towing the 
antennae behind a mck, snowmobile or a all-terrain vehicle. Conducting a survey "on the move" 
can d-e lateral resolution as the antennae may be moved faster than the unit can collect the 
data. 

Stdon +ng, or the distance between each c~llected trace, is also a key m e t e r  to 
fllccesdd GPR meying, and should be-dekmhed by the required horizontal mohtion. If the 
sumq target is a continuous reflector that likely does not vary much along its length, then a survey 
using 1,2 or even 5 rn spacing may be adequate. However1 if the survey is attempting to pinpint 
small lateral changes in a subsurface reflector, hen a station spacing as smalI as 0.25 m is 
recommended As a general rule, if time pedts, &g at 0.25 or 0.5 rn station spacing is 
always beneficid. 

S e v d  other fhtors must be considered when settjng up a mey, the most important of 
which are time window and number of stacks, The time window is the length of time that the 
receiver stays on, or waits for received pulses, from the start of the transmitted pulse. It  is 
suggested that this d u e  be set at least 50% greater than the anticipated depth of penetration (in 
nanoseconds). Setting this value lower results in smaller data files and slightly faster suweying, yet 
valuable data may be nor collected. It would be wise to collect a few sample traces prior to actual 
ameying to check depth of signal penetration at a site. 

At each m e y  station, it is advisable to collect more than one m e  in a process d l e d  
stacking, Stacking collects numerous tmces at one station, and presents the average of these tmces 
as the actual recoded data. Stacking acts to subtract out unwanted random noise, and effectively 
hacases the depth of penmtion. Over 2000 stacks can be obtained; however, it is adequate to 
collect 32 or 64 stacks in most situations (a higher number of stacks increases survey h e ) .  The 
above are simply rules of t h b  determined from years of GPR swveying. There are also 



geophysical criteria for sefeclting antenna separation, station spacing, and stacking critetia, dl sf 
which are outlined in m a  detail in Annan (1 992). 

A survey chain with metre markings should be extended the length of the profile to 
maintab both antema separation and station spacing. S w e y s  can be planned as a single line, 
multiple lines, or as grids for 3-dimensiod sumeying (Bridge et al,, 1995). S w c y  lines should 
generally be as stmight as possible, otherwise reflector continuity may be affected. From a starting 
point of the line, collect one trace before moving b t h  antennas ia the same direction (tnaintaining 
the same antenna separation) to the next station along the survey line (Fig. 5.5)(the required number 
of stacks will be collected and stored automatically if proper1y st3 in the software). bs additional 
traces are collected, the radar sofbme combines them into a proffie, with a horizontal axis of 
w e y  position and a vertical axis of two-way travel time. 

Note that with most commercially a d a b l e  radar systems, the profile can k viewed on the: 
computer screen as the survey progresses. It is a good idea to check the pr0W.e on the smen every 
so often to make sure that ev-ng is q m a t i ~ g  correctly (e.g fibre optic cables are not h k e n  
and batteries are still good). Each trace is stored on the computer hard drive as it is collected. As 
the survey p p s c s ,  you will want to note the ground conditions over which the m e y  passes 
(e.g. slopes, neatby features, vegetation, soils, mads). Jt is very important to note #topography, as 
mmctions can be applied directly to the profile during data processing. At the end of the survey 
the file is dosed and is ready for post-survey poessing md plotting. 

Figure 5.5 Rejlecrion projling, in which a trace is coIlected at a sumy smion prior to moving 
both antennas a set distance in the same direction Separation between ftamitter (73 and 
receiver (R) is also maintained at a set disfance. ntis t p e  ofsurveying results in apro$le such as 
that in Figure 5.2. 



Common Mid-Poiini (CMP) vevelity suweying 

Tte most common method of calculating velocity is Common Mid-Point (CMP) sunneyhg. C W  
sounding is used for obtainiag estimates of the radar signal velocity versus depth in the ground by 
varying anhum separation about a f~ point, and measrrring the difference in two-way retum 
time cornpad to the difference in travel distance. In this manner, GPR CMP meying is 
analogous to CMP sumeying in the seismic reflection technique (see Chapter 33. 

Starting at a fixed mid-point on the &ace, each antenna is moved an equal distance in 
opposite directions from the fixed point, mIlecXing a survey trace at each station before the antennas 
are moved again (Fig. 5.6). Continue until a suitable number of traces has collected (usually 
about 20). The antem separation at the end of a CMP s w e y  should be 1 to 2 times the target 
reflector depth. Thus, if the reflector depth is vwy shallow, the antenna step size should be less 
than if dector  depth is deep. As the distance from the mid-point is successively increased, 
reflections fkom that mid-point will mive at a later time, With the known increase in distance, and 
the m& change in two-way travel "time, the wave vePocity for the material overlying the fixed- 
point reflector can be calculated. The calculation of velocity is explained in the section on data 
processing. 

It is best to conduct severaI W svtveys dmhg the course of a GPR programme, at least 
one on each survey line and any time a mated  change is suspected. CMPs should be conducted in 
ateas wifi flat-lying subdace  features, and should be well away from my potentid sources of 
kckgmund "noise" (e.g. transmission wires, buildings). As the antenna separation near h e  end of 
a CMP survey is often >I 0 m, signal response may become we& md the need for a clean signal is 
paramount. 

CMP SURVEYING 

Figure 5.6. CMP sumeying technique, in which the two untennas me moved a set distance in 
opposite directions between the collection of each trace. This enables the antennas to be centred 
about a cornon p i n t ,  orrd the wJociry can b calculated bmed on the increase in distance and 
travel time as she suweyprogtesses. 



Processing GPR data 

Rememhhg h t  the data as collected only have two-way tmvel t h e  as a surrogate for acltual 
depth, it is important to calculate velocities h m  a CMP s w e y  as tht first step in data processing. 
h the radar data produced in a m e y  is digital, post-survey processing can then be applied to the 
data to enhance the survey results prior to plotting. 

CMP veIody calculation 

A simple plot ofthe CMP pmfile should be printed out, without any tmc+t+tmce filters but with 
some gain applied. The resulting plot has antenna sepmtion (m) on the horizontal axis and two- 
way travel time (ns) on the vertical axis (Fig, 5,7). The uppermost dipping reflector represents the 
air wave, md in all cases has a velocity of 0.3 mh. The ground wave follows the air wave, but the 
lower velocity results in a steeper dip. h the case of deeper reflectors, radar gem* causes the 
waves reflected from the common same to form one limb of a hyperbola (Fig. 5.7a). The basic 
interpation for estimating the velocity of the material above the reflector is to plot (travel time12 
vs. (antenna This yields a stmight line relationship wilh the velocity (in dm) being 
the square root of the rate of change of return time with increasing antenna separation (Fig. 5.7b). 
Remember that when using a calculated velocity to estimate reflector depth, the htenna-mflector 
geometry and the fact that plotted times are two-way travel times must be taken into account. The 
m e m d  velocity is then entered inlo the radar plotting program, which places a depth d e  on the 
pintout. 

Figure 5.7. A rypical CMP profile (Is)- m un-n p a t I d  The =loci@ can be calculated 
by plotting antenna separation squared vs. two-way travel time square$ (3) for the steeply dipping 
marked rejlectar, in this cme representing the peat-mineral contact. The ve loc i~  is the squwe root 
of the rate of change in time with increasing separation, in this case 0.038 &. This value 

represents an average wlocip ofall ofthe peat bemen  the m$ace and the mineral contact. 



The most wmmonly utilized processing parameters me gains, topographic c o d o m ,  and spatial: 
and temporal filters. More advanced processing a n  be obtained in some cases with the radar 
software, but more often through exportrng data to a seismic processing software package. 

Gaim 
Raw GPR data results often show very few deep reflectors until some processing has been applied. 
h odm to accbunt for the rapid attenuation of the signal with depth (or down the m e ) ,  the gain 
fundim can be utilized to jnmease the ampIihlde of deeper reflectors (Fig. 5.8). Automatic gain 
control (AGC) is a commody used gain function, and is analogous to Time Variable Chin in 
acoustic data reading (Chapter 6). With AGC function, the objective is to equalfie reflector 
amplitudes all the way down the mdar trace. Therefore, the gain is large in sections of the trace 
with a weak signal and small in areas where the signal is a h d y  strong. This and other gain 
functions are i d 4  for monitoring the continuity of reflectors, but remember that the original 
relative relationships between reflector amplIitudts is eliminated: Wer gain fundons are 
available, including a constant gain (CONST) which maintains reflector amplitudes, and simple 
exponential function (SEC). The choice and strength ,of gains to be applied is genedl y through 
trial and error, unless the need for maintaining relative reflector amplitudes is pamnount. 

FSgmre 5-8 The same raw abtajle without (a) a d  with (b) gain functiom (AGC). 



Topographic comectiom 
Small variations in surface topography can distort subsurface dectors until topographic data are 
incorporated into the plot. The actual processing of a topographic file is beyond the scope of this 
paper; however* it is a g o d  idea to take topographic notes in the fieid for later data entry. In many 
cases reflector patterns change dramatically once the topography has been added (Fig. 5.9). S w d  
of the ease studies presented show the effects of incorporating topography. 

Figure 5.9 The same dara f l e  without (a) and wirh (bS the application of topograpJy. 371is 
exampie is from o sond dune dewloped q&n g2aciolo~'ne silr and cloy, near Fort Simpson 
N. W .  T. Note that without topography, reflectors that me in fact flat-lying will plot as the inverse 
ofrrue topography. Source: Robinron and Kettles (mpubiished data). 
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Spatial and fempura2fiJtefs 
Spatia2f;ftms add tw or more adjacmt traces and average them, remiXing in a demase in mdom 
signal noise, and improved continuity of nearly flat-lying reflectors. As this type of filtering tends 
to enhance flat-lying reflectors, it should not be uscd in CMP wmys or whm the survey objective 
involves the delineation of dipping or wavy reflectors. TemporaIftlrers (also c d l d  down-trace 
averaging) compute a nmning average of a d e s  of points within the same .trace, again resulting in 
a d m e  in random background noise. Care must be taken with these filters not to average too 
m y  pints as this d t s  in decreased resoJntion. 

Fignre 5.10. A &t$Ee with only gains applied (a), qmfibIjTltm'ng @) through the addition and 
averaging of 4 adjacent traces, ond temporal$Itering (c) through the averaging of 10 points d m  
the trace. 



ProflZe plotting 
Once a21 the fdters and signal gains have been adequately adjusted and the velocity has been 
calculated, the p f i l e  can be plotted. The pIotting software includes numerous m e t e r s  for plot 
size, spacing, axes positions, and other layout features, Plots of different profiles can be merged, or 
only certain positions or h e  sections of profiles can be platted. The finished plot is now ready for 
3nteqmiation. 

GPR data interpretation 

The htqmtation of radar d t s  is o h  a ~ w y  subjective activity in W it depends greatly upon 
the aims and experience of the individual doing the intaptation, For example, a hydrogeologist 
may be only interested in delineating the water table, whereas a s&entologist has a greater 
interest in the surromCig stratigraphy. 

Based upon an understanding of the preceding outline of the principles of GPR, it should be 
simple to interpret a GPR m e y ,  However, there are several items not covered in the previous 
discussion that should be elucidated h a ,  Interpretation skills will a h  be improved through the 
examination of case studies psented in the following section. 

Air andground w m  rejltdors 

The h t  two fene~tors to appear in a radar trace are the air and pmd wave, respectively. The air 
wave results hm energy that passes through the air (V4.3  mlns) between the tramnitring and 
receiving antemas. As such it is not a true reflector9 but serves as a -time marker for the 
profile. The ground wave results from energy that travels between the transmitter and receiver 
along the surface of the ground, and at the velocity afthe ground. Thus, the ground wave arrives ' 

slightly later h n  the air wave; howex, if the ground velocity is high then the two waves may 
appear as one. Only reflectors that arrive after these two can be considered true ~flectors, in that 
they document changes within the ground. 

The energy transmitted h m  a radar antenna is dispersed in dI Mans, not just &cdy 
downwards. T?m, it is possible for the radar to "see" an object before it passes directly over that 
objtct. In these cases, the reflector h m  a distant object appears in earlier (and later) ltraces but at 
greater apparent depths, with the apparent depth decreasing as h e  object is approached. The two 
"approach limbs'Yom a hyperbolic reflector, with the object actual1 y being located at the mst of 
the hyperbola. This effect is common with strong point-so- reflectors such as buried pipes or 
drum. Linear neat-dcal boundaries m y  dso result in hypetbolic reflectors. Note the 
hyperbolic reflector caused by a buried pipeline in Figure 5.4. 



Tbt bouncing backad-forth of energy betwecn reflectors and the ground surface often &es 
multiple reflectors that are in fact the product of one reflector. These mdtipk a h  ovewhelm 
other returns and can be picked out as they should be exact copies of the original reflector, and 
occur at regular intervals down the trace. 

The need for ancillary data 

For confident hberpretations of wdar profiles, mcillmy in the form of borehole logs, soil pits, 
cut banks, or complementary geophysical data are almost dways required. In peatlands, it has been 
found that simple coring for stratigraphy c o m b i d  with bulk density and moisture content 
detemhations can aid greatly in determining the source of reflectors. Once the source of the 
reflectors has been determined h m  the cores, radar provides a tool for tracing reflectors ova larger 
m. Much of the work mapping pennahst distribution along the Norman Wells pipeline d i e d  
upon borehole logs and ground temperature measurements to provide extremely important backup 
for the radar interpretations. 

Based upon the outline in Amm ((1 992), the foIIowing are critical aspects of data intqmhtion: 

1. Have a gmd undemanding of the survey objective. 
2. Develop a m d e l  of the geological setting. 
3. Establish an estimate of velocity and attenuation (m depth of penation). 
4. Develop a scenario for the expected radar response (e.g. slowly varying continuous events for a 

geologic horizon, or a spatially lirnited difhction hyperbola far a pipe). If possible, process the 
data to enhance the type of response expected and emphasize the survey objectives. 

5. Correlate radar data with geologic control, and ground-truth data such as borehole Pogs. 
6. Plot radar anomalies on a plan map to permit the correlation of multiple mdar lines. 
7. Plan drilling or follow up control work. 

Case studies 

In the following pages several sample data sets are presented based upon the work of the authors 
and others (Figs, 5.1 1 c5.2 1). Profiles contain captions to help explain the hteqmtations, and in 
m y  cases annotated interpretation drawings are included. These examples have been selected to 
highlight many of the different applications that ground penetrating radar has in geomorphalogical 
field work. Many of the examples are also discussed in Table 5.2. 



Figure 5-11 This figure shows a 50 MHz survey dowtt a wODdChip insulated slope on the Normmt 
Welh pipeline, N. W.T. During pipline camtmdm mi opmtiatl, remmul of vegetm'on mtd the 
emplacement of o relarivcly warm oil-filled pipe required radiation techigws to preserve 
~ ~ o s t  on thaw-sensitive slopes. Thus, a I to 2 rn thick layer qf woodchips was placed m the 
slope as a natural insulator. Although no topographic currechchm h v e  been applied to this 
profilc~ thc profile dips to the right about 8. Figure 5.11 shows r h ~  d m t i c  dflerence in mdar 
mnxsf.om a section of the slope where rhav har progressed up to depths of4 m (20 to 55 m) and 
a section of the woodchip-insulated slope that has maintained pe-st (60 ro 96 Itt), Note that 
only shallow scmoml active layer development i s  present in the section with pe@st 
maintained within the wdchips.  7he strong muss-hatching pattern f o d  beneath sectim of the 
slope interpreted to be frozen is  likely caused by ice lensing in the frozen clay, and hm been used as 
an indicator of the presence of permafrosr along t k  pipeline route. In&rptetations were aided by 
thaw probing, burehoZe logs and ground rempemturp measurements in the boreholes. Woodchip 
thickness ir ah0 interpreted Figure 5.11 source Burgess er at, (1995) and Robinson and 
Maorman (1995). 
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Case s M y  2 

Ff gure 5.12 A radar pro$ie and interpretation diagram frono a MHz mdnr survey delineating 
blanket bog peat and d e d y i n g  mineral ~ r i z o n s ~  soutkmtern Newfoundlated RePcctiom 
are interpreted as A = soil suflace, B lutd C = possible water content interfaces in peat, D = 
organic - mineral soil contact, E = pIu@ briwn (saturnfed mheml soil - unsaturated mined 
soil contact), F = water table, and G = mineral soil - bedrock ccontacr. Note shat interprstations 
were aide$ by supplenentasy infbmtion frbm soil pits, coring, and a p i e m t e r  instaClatian. 
Fi~ure 5.12 source: Lapen cf a!. (1996). 
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Case st& 6 

Figure 5.16 Tkh plot rqresmtts a 25 MHz survey condimeti to m a p ~ c t ~ l ~ s  at depths up to 70 rn 
within granitic bedrock, sowhemrern Manitoba. The bar graph represents the number of fractures 
per metre in a borehole filled bars are openjktures). High velocities (0.12 to 0.125 d n s )  Qnd 
very low astenrution result in extremely deep signal pme~ation. Figure 5.16 source: HoIfoway 
(1 W2)+ 



Case swdy 7 

Figure 5.17 A 50 MHz p r 4 k  outlining ~nassive ground ice, mclosingfrozen s d  and silty sand, 
and underlying bedrock near Contwoyto Lake, Northwest TemmtonesS The presence of a Iarge ice 
body was confirmed through drilling, however, the increased strength and doming (higher veiocity 
through ice) of the bedrock rejlector beneath are a h  indicatims thut the signal has passed 
through a material that is of lower a#enuation rmd higher vebciiy than the suwowtding sediments. 
Note the high average pmfrle wlociry (0.1% mhs) in pe&ost. Figure 5.17 source: mod$ied 
fram Wolfe et al. (1 997). 



Case study 8 

Figure 5.18 A SO MHz prqfile from a frozen eshouhuash complex near Conhvqyto W, 
No~hwest Temmt~nts. Two dfleretlr sdimenfary units am clearly visible in this profie; arr upper 
sandy delrc~ic unit with pminentforesets, d an &flying sandy silt with beding confommble 
with underlying bedrock Also note the sI'cepLy dipping bedrock fad? and the hyperbolic n$ect~r 
caused by a buried boulder ar the I29 rn position. Figure 5.18 source: mod Ljied from Wove er aC 
(1 9973. 
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Fignn 520 a) GPR profile of the modern S& Paint spit dung the deposifiomI dip, LaRe 
Athabush, northeastern Albem b) 110 0 projile along the depositional dip of the modern, 
waw-ifluenced Williams River d h ,  Loke Athabash, northern Sashtchewmr Figure 5-20 
source: Jol and Smith (1992). 
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Figure 5.21 7Esfigure presents a 50 MHz profile and interpretation schematic over a s h a h  
frozen pond near Contwoyto Lnke, Northwesf Territories. Note thc prominent mjlectors indicating 
the base of seasonal ice cover, hvo dirtinn sedimentary units and the bedrock surfncc. Fracturing 
within the near-surface bedrock causes distinctive hyperbolic rpflectors. A h  note rhe wnhble 
depth scale, wirh a velociry of 0.16 nvhr applied for the pond ice ond 0.03 dm in the water 
column. Eqxrience suggests rhnf ponds can be pmfiled with success ifthe water depth b < I0 m, 
and the water b of low conductiviry und m-turbulent. Figure 5.21 sourcc Robinson, Burgess, 
and Wore (mpubliskd data). 
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Subaquatic acoustic techniques 

Roberb Gilbert 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to prwide an indication of the technology available to 
geomorphologists for acoustic survey of lakes and the sea, and of the applications possible. ,, 
Persons interested in an in-depth discussion of acoustic theory and instrumentation should consult 
the numerous technical references available, including McQuillin and Ardus (3 977), Stall (1 9891, 
and Geyer (1983). 

Because light is absorbed by water in relatively short distances of a few metm at the red 
(long wave) end of the spectrum to a few tens of metres at the blue, it cannot be used for remote 
sensing of water Mies except in specialized applications. Sound, on the other hand, is 
transmitted long distances with relatively little attenuation, and so is used to create pictures in 
sound of the lake or sea and its sediments. Like light, sound in its range of frequencies, behaves 

' differently and can be sensed by different receivers to provide a range of information. As well, 
sediment is alm partidly transparent to sound, scl. with the right equipment one can 1mk deeply 
into the material on the lake or sea flmr. Also Bike light, remote sensing by sound can be either 
passive (in which ambient sound is detected to sense the environment) or active (in which the 
sound is provided as part of the sensing procedure). Of the active systems, in some applications 
a sound beam is transmitted continuously; this equipment has, for example, naval and military 
application to detect moving objects by measuring the doppfer shift of the reflected sound. The 
equipment that is used most in the academic study of water and sediment is an active puke 
system that repeatedly triggess short bursts of sound energy, then records the pattern of the 
reflected sound that returns to the sensor. 

Techniques of acoustic sensing 

Table 6.1 summarizes the techniques of acoustic sensing of lakes and the sea. Each is briefly 
discussed below, dong with some of the principles on which they are based and their 
applications. Acoustic reflection profiling of both the water column and the sediment beneath 
depends on the reflectivity of a surface or interface which results from a change in acouftic 
impedance (AI) at the interface. A1 is a function of the compressional. (sound) wave velocity 
in the medium, which in turn is a function of the compressibility, the shear modulus or rigidity, 
and the bulk density of the medium. 

Thus, in acoustic profiling af the water column, any factor that provides a change in any 
of these characteristics provides an interface from which reflection may occur, This includes 
temperature, disso1vd salts, suspended swli ment , and biological matter (especially phyto- and 
zooplankton). The difference in A1 between water and water-saturated sediment is normaIIy 
great enough that the lake or sea floor provides a g o d  surface for reflection. However, in 
extremely underconsolidated sediment such as gyttja, the reflectivity of the upper surface may 



be so pcnrr (the difference in A1 so slight) that normal acoustic equipment may not detect it and 
so the "bottom" is falsely recorded at some depth down in the sediment where A1 is greater. 
This change in A1 in a normal water column and the sediment beneath can be detected and 
plotted by a variety of acoustic profiling devices, Most are configured as shown in Figure 6.1. 

Tabk 6.1. Summ~ry of acoustic survey technips for lakes and the sea. 

Acoustic techniques: 
Acoustic profiling of the water column 
Acoustic profiling of the bottom and sediment by sound reflection 

High frequency, low energy sources (echo sounding) 
- single transducer sounding 
- Remotely operated vehicles 
- Swath sounding 

Mid frequency, mid energy (subbottom profiling) 
Low frequency, high energy (continuous seismic profiling) 

- sparker 
- boomer 
- air gun 

Seismic refraction survey 
Side scan technology 

- conventional 
- "smart" technology 

Of the techniques that are available for recording output, those based on a hard copy m 
paper are still in common use, The recorder and display consist of electro- or thermo-sensitive 
paper which is burned by the electrical. signals transmitted through a rotating stylus as they are 
generated by the outgoing pulse and the returning processed signal. The paper I s  drawn past 
the stylus creating a profile through time. Since the device is moving in a boat acmss the water 
body, the profile through time is also a profile through space. 

As the stylus begins its path across the page, an electrical pulse triggers a transmitter to 
send n short dectrical pulse to a transducer in the water. The transducer, a normally a 
piezuelectrical device, converts the electrical signal to a sound signal which is propagated into 
the water. Reflections from various depths in the water and sediment column are returned to 
a transducer (which may be the same as the transmitting transducer or may be separate 
hydrophones) in a pried of time that depends on the characteristics of the medium (see below); 
and the distance travelled. The sf gnal is reconverted to an electrical signal, amp1 i fied and etched 
on the recording paper as the stylus moves across the page. 

Increasingly, the paper recorder is being replaced or supplemental by data logging 
technology which allows play-back in the laboratory with various filtering and amplification 
strategies to best enhance and display the record, For example, colour may be used to 



distinguish differing characteristics of the returning signal, and thus to map the character of the 
lake or sea floor and its sediments. Hard capies are then printed though mnvenltional computer- 
based software. Commonly in the field, especially in small boat operations where space and 
power are limited, only a display on a computer monitor is available to the operator in real time, 
the data disappearing into the black box of the logger for later analysis. 

logger & display 
timing control 

Amplifier and I 
figure 6.1. Schematic sktch of the 
compownts of an acowic profiler. The 
transmitting a d  receiving transducers may 
be separate hardware or the same unit. 

Acoustical profiling 

Acoustical profding of the water column has a wide m g e  of applications in physical and 
biological limnology and oceanography. Figure 6-2 illustrafes the record of a highly unstable 
interface created by flow of less saline surface water over the sill in Knight Inlet. Figure 6.3 
illustrates the occurrence of kolks, slowly rotating vortices that rise from the stoss side of fluvial 
dunes, and which transport significant quantities of sediment upward in the flow. They are 
commonIy obsemed as "boils" on the water surface. Figure 6.4 shows an acoustical image of 
a lacustrine phenomenon yet poorly understood. In glacial lalces turbidity currents commonly 
transport water and sediment along the lake floor. It is proposed that the patterns shown in 
Figure 6.4 represent rising plumes of river water originalIy made dense by its suspended. 
sediment load. As the sediment settles from suspension the undeflow becomes less dense 
because its temipemture- is greater than that of the hypolimnion of the lake, and therefore 
becomes buoyant as the sediment settles from suspension (cf. Gilbert, 1975). Other studies have 
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used acoustic profiling to map sediment transport and the daily migration of phytop1mkton up 
and down in the water column in response to changing light. 

Fc'grsre 6.2. Acoustic profile of itltetrtal WQW a the sill of Knight Inlet, British Columbia 
(Famer armd Smith, 1980). 

1 downstreern 

Plgure 6.3. Aco~bl~tical record from a Data-sonics DFS-2100 system ofblkr from a dunelfield 
in the lower Fmer River, Brizish Columbia. i%e spiky suvme of [he dunes h due to movement 
of the swvey w s e l  in waves (Kostaschuk and Church, 1993). 



f?gure 6.4. Acousricul record wing the same equipment as Figure 6.3 illwruting pmposed 
upwellings from residual ntrbidi~y current flow on the borromset h& of LiElooer River delta in 
Lillooef Ldke (Gilbe f i  a d  Church, unpublished data}. 

Echo sounding 

Echo sounding is the simplest form of acoustic profding of the lake floor and depends on the 
large vaIue of reflectivity of the sedimentlwater interface. Thus, a high frequency (50 kHz to 
200 kHz), low energy source and relative1 y simple signal processing is adequate for the purpose 
of bathyrnetric mapping. However, to interpret echo profiles requires some knowledge of the 
way in which sound behaves in the water and at the sediment interface. First, depth as 
measured by the time the sound pulse takes from the transducer to the bottom and back to the 
transducer depends on the velocity of sound in water, This varies over a significant m g e  
depending on temperature and salinity (Table 6.2) 

Table 6.2 Velocity of sound in water 

Vdocity (rnts) 
Temperature Fresh water Salt water 

Source: Bark et al. (1964). 
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Depth (pressure) also affects sound velwity; at 100 m the velocity is about 2 mls greater 

than at the surface; at 1000 m the velocity is about 16 mls greater. Details of these and other 
factors affecting sound velcsity are provided by Smith (1974). Conventiond echo sounders are 
normally calibrated for a sound velocity of 1460 mls. Precise survey sounders allow the 
operator to set the sound velocity calibration in the field based on temperature md salinity, 
although both may vary through the water column. 

A second significant problem is that a sloping or curved lake floor induces a distortion 
in the echo-sounding trace that is related to the geometry af sounding. When a sound pulse 
leaves the transducer it radiates out and is reflected from the point on the bottom normal to the 
sound propagation. As shown in Figure 6.5, if the bottom is sloped or curving, this point is not 
beneath the transducer. Simple trigonometry dictates that 

sin0 = tan4 
z = r(I-m2+)ln = r cosfl, and 

D = x tan4 = r sin0 

where B is the true bottom slope at A, 4 is the recorded bottom slope, z is the true depth at A, 
r is the recorded depth, and D is the distance from the transducer to the point directly above A. 
Note that for t? > 0, the recoded angle is less than the true angle, the recorded depth is greater 
than the true depth, and the transducer is not at the position where the sounding is taken. 

figure 6.5. Sketch of the geometry 
of an echo sounding on the sloping 
floor of a lake. See text for 
dejnitions of the t e r n  (after Krause 
1 %4). 

Qver a compIex bottom the recorded pattern may bear Iittle apparent relation to the 
bottom shape. For example, in Figure 6.6a the sides of a depression cross, while the bottom 
plots in inverted shape bellow. Thus, a hummmlq bottom plots as a series of overlapping 
parabolas (Fig. 6.6b), analogous to diffraction patterns with light and which may be 
misinterpreted as subbottom reflections (see below). A point source (such as a fish above the 
lake floor - Fig. &) plots as a convex-upward parabola, and at an edge such as the line of 



contact between a side-slope and the flat floor of a lake overlaps and as intersecting half 
parabolas (Fig, 6.6d). With the equations above, these errors can be ooma%d and =plotted, 
but as most acoustic profding is based on interpretation of the graphidly recarded image, this 
is not commonly done. 

Figurn 6.6. (a) Sounding pattern a d  displayed mflection pattern over a depression in the 
lfiottom (&@&from Mcj2uillin and Ardus, 1977). (b} Parabolic return from the Jalswmocky 
floor ofLillooet hk, British Columbia showing overZappingparahaZas, (c) Parabolic reflctors 
from a point source:fish in Lillooet Luke. (4 Apparent overlap along the edge between the side 
and floor of LiIlmt Ide. Source: Gilbert and Church (unpublished data). 

A third problem with acoustic profiles is that they are two-dimensional records of a three 
dimensional surfae, the latter arising because the sound propagates outward in all directions in 
the watef. Thus, so-called side echoes may also be plotted on the profile, confusing the location 
of the actual botbrn, and again givhg the impression of a subbottom record (Fig, 6.7). 

Fortunately, conventional echo sounding signals can be partially shaped so that a cone 
of sound is propagated to the lake floor and only signals within that cone are reflected and 
m r d e d .  Conventional, inexpensive sounders have a propagation cone with an apex angle of 
about 30". Survey sounders, where the expense of shaping is justified, may have pqagation 



. angles as low as 5", significantly eliminating the distodon due to an irregular bottom. 
However, subbottom and seismic profiling equipment described below cannot have the sound 
shaped without excessive energy loss and so are allowed to propagate their sound through nearly 
180" beneath the water surface. 

Normally, echo sounders ate mounted singly in a vessel that makes repeated, closely 
spaced transects of the Fake to map its bathymetry. Accurately determined positions are very 
important in these applications (see a brief history by Loncarevic et al,, 1992). The usual 
standard today is a global positioning system (GPS) linked to a shore-based, fixed receiver and 
so determining position to within a few metres; this may be link& directly to the sounder and 
both are recorded or logged in electronic storage (often dung with electronic maps) so that a 
map based on the sensed image (for example, of balthymetry) can be pmduced with the aid of 
GIs  mapping s o f t w a ~  (Wells et al,, 1992). NevertheIess, air photographs, detailed shoreline 
maps, and hydragraphic charts are still part of surveys of especially small lakes and the 
  ear shore sea, both for plotting positbns and planning surveys, 

side echo 
bottom 

figure 6-7, Appearme of a side echo in an acoustic record: (a) Schematic diagram in plan 
ond section; (ZI) Air gun record from Cambridge Fiord, Bafln Islarrd. The side echo can be 
recognised beeme the suhbotcom echo8 continue "throughN it* except where it masks the 
subhottom record. Source: Gilbert (unpublished data). 

However, there we variations on this theme of a single sounder mounted in the survey 
vessel. Small, remotely operated vessels (ROVs), radio con tml ld  from a mother ship, have 
been used to expand a survey from a large vessel. An advantage is that the ROV can be 
positioned several metres down in the water (below greatest wave agitation) with a periscope 
to the surface for engine exhaust and air supply, to provide a stable sounding platform. 
Alternately, up to 20 transducers can be mounted in a fan-shaped array across the path of the 
survey vessel, each recording a profile beneath or to the right or left of the vessel track, and 
each correctsd for the angle at which it is mounted, This "swath" mapping provides greater 
detail of the floor as the lines are much more closely spaced rhm is normally possible by single- 



pass sounding (Matula, 1992). As well, there is virtually no e m r  in the relative positioning of 
profiles in the array. 

Because the lake or sea floor mnot  be completely recorded by sounding in the sense that 
an air photograph mods  all features in the image to the limit of resolution of the camera and 
film, it is important to consider the accuracy of the bathymetric map produced by sounding 
traverses. Ideally, the soundings would be so closely spaced that all features on the Bake floor 
would be recorded and so could be mapped. Except in the preparation of navigational charts 
this is normally not possible; isobaths are interpolated between sounding lines as the bathymetric 
map is prepared by hand or by computer. HWnson (198 1) presents an analysis of the accuracy 
of bathymetric mapping and the consequences of errors in morphometric analysis. 

In addition to the obvious and important application of bathymetric mapping, echo 
sounding has been used for many years to classify the characteristics of the lake or sea bed, The 
relief of the floor, the hardness of the bottom (as measured in the strength of the reflected 
signal), and the character of the subbottom return (Gilbert and Shaw, 1992) can all be mapped 
to illustrate the different environments of the lake or sea bottom (Fig. 6.8). 

SOFT, UNCOWACTED WTlOM WlTH SYWTH SIMPACE 

IEYltOUPACTEP BDTTWll WITH BUOOTH SURFACE 

CEKT %RAVEL, SAHO. SILT PHD H V M M A T M  SUIFME 

BOTTOM SAUPLES 

figure 6.8. Relation of the i m r e  of suflctal sediment on the Scotim Self to acowfic 
- 

class flcation of the sea pour from ecbgrams. Source: King (I%7). 



Subbottom profiling using tuned transducer systems 

As the frequency is lowered and the energy output from the transducers is raised, Ithe ability of 
the sound b penetrate media with higher acoustic impedance is increased, and reflections from 
sediment surfaces beneath the lake fl olax can be detected. These subbottom profiles are used to 
map the thickness and characteristics of the sediment from which the processes of deposition can 
be i n f e d .  

A major problem in subbottom profiling is that the velocity of sound is much more 
variable in sediment than it is in water. An emr of 50 mls for water of the temperature range 
commonly experienced in a lake (Table 6.2) represents an ermr of about 3% in depth 
calculation. But the sound velocity in sediment varies from about 1450 mls to in excess of 3000 
mls, with values in rock from about 3500 - 7000 mls, as a function of the compressibility (bulk 
modulus), rigidity (shear modulus) and the bulk density of the medium. Some examples of 
sound velocity in sediments are the following: 

Gyttja 1400 - 1500 d s  
Silt arid clay 1500 - 1800 d s  
Glacilacustrine and glacimarine sedirnen t 1600 - 2000 m/s 
GIacial moraine and till 1600 - 2700 mls 

The most important factors controlling sound velmity in sediment are the texture (grain 
size) and composition (including organic content) of the sediment, the water cmtent as a function 
of the porosity, and the secondary cementation of the sediment. Commonly, sound velocity 
increases with the depth of burial of the sediment (a rule of thumb is that the rate of increase 
is about 1 mJs per metre depth but the relation is very approximate). The only c d n  way of 
determining the velocity of sound (and thus the sediment thicknesses m r d e d )  is to measure the 
sound velocity directly by refraction (see blow) or in sediment samples (cores), or by 
identification of acoustic reflectors in the sedimentary stratigraphy of cores or excavations. 

Thus, when a subbottom profile is m r d e d ,  the vekity in the sediment is unknown. 
When it is plotted for display, it is common to plot the depth scale as calculated for the sound 
velocity in water (about 2460 m/s) even though it is known that this results in an underestimate 
of the secfiment thickness. The axis or the figure caption may indicate '"epth assuming sound 
velocity as in water". Alternately, (and standard practice for higher energy seismic profiling 
where the depth of penetration is to sediments and rocks with much higher velocity) depth is 
pIotted as 'two-way travel time of the sound in seconds" (Fig. 6.7b), In water a two-way travel 
time of 0.1 s corresponds to about 74 m depth; in sediment about 80 - 150 m. 

Subbattom profiling involves achieving a balance between depth of penetration and return 
of sound (the thickness of sediment that can be determined) and the resolution possible within 
the sediment, As well, more powerful equipment requires a larger energy source, and is 
generally larger, heavier and more bulky (to say nothing of more expensive) an6 so may not be 
suited to small-boat operations in ma11 and moderate-sized lakes. Figure 6.9 shows that high 
frequency sound is attenuated much more rapidly than low frequency sound. Thus, subbottom 
profding equipment that achieves its sound from electronic transducers which commonly operate 



at frequencies p t e t  than 2 kHz is Umited to penetration of less than a few tens of metres, 
although in very soft, water-laden sediment petration to 100 m or more is possible. Figure 
6.9 also shows that incmsing the energy has very little effect on increasing the depth of 
petration. 

1500 
0 60 100 

Attenuation (dB) 

Figure 6.9. Anenmtion of sound in sedimerst, 
Became the decibel scale is Zogarithmic, an 
atenm'on of each 20 db represents a s o d  lo- 
of 10 times the original vakw. ( . @ e d  from 
McQuillin and Ardus, 1977) 

Bemuse sound is attenuated in water and sediment, acoustic instruments are equipped 
with a time variable gain (TVG) or amplification of the returning signal. In echo sounders 
which ate not concerned with varjable attenuation in sediment the gain rate is normally set 
internally. It is triggered by the outgoing signal and increases or "ramps up" until the returning 
sound is detected and plotted. Thus the strength of both shallow and deep returns appears about 
the same, even though the deep return has a much reduced amplitude, In subbottom profiling 
equipment, there is  normally an option for the operator to set the TVG manudIy to account for 
differing rates of attenuation in the sediment. The objective is that the reflections from near the 
sediment surface should appear on the record about as strong md those from deep within the 
sediment. Further, this additional TVG for the sediment is not triggered by the outgoing pulse 
(or it would be ramped up in  the water) but normally by the bottom reflection (the first returned) 
so that it ramps only in the sediment, 

The other side of the balance is the ability of subbottom acoustic equipment to molve 
closely spaced reflectors in the sediment column, for example, so that bedding patterns may be 
identified, This is a function of the wavelength of the sound (Fig. 6.10) in a manner analogous 
to the limitation of a light microscope to resoIve objects that are close in size to the wave-length 
of light. It is also a function of the length of the pulse OF sound energy that is transmitted to the 
sediment. Short pulses are only possible from higher frequency sound sources. 3.5 kHz 
subbottom profiling equipment (the most common frequency of this type of equipment) is 
theoretically capable of resolving reflectors as cIoseIy spaced as 0.1 - 0.2 rn. 

Although different sediments transmit sound differently, most lacusthe  and marine 
deposits will allow same resolution of their subbottom reflectors with subbottom profiling 
equipment. Important exceptions involve freshwater marl s (cdciurn carbonate) and sands 



(beaches and deltas for example) which are almost impervious to sound transmission because 
their high acoustic impedance provides an exmrneIy strong reflector at the sediment-water 
interface and virtuaI1y no transmission of energy to the subbattom. Gas may be trapped in 
sediment as a result of natural gas from resewoirs itt rock beneath the lake or gasification of gas 
hydrates, or as a result of anaerobic or aerobic decay of organic matter in the sediment. These 
gassy zones reflect virtually all of the incident sound (again because of the change in acoustic 
impedance -- the velocity of sound in air is 330 m/s), preventing penetration to greater depth, 
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Pulse length (ms) Source frequency (Hz) 

Egum 6.1 0, 7%e wltion ofpuke bwch (0) atadfiquency @) to w$oEaccion (mirairnm spacing 
behuten rtflectors) in a s&~bottom pmBk, 

Examples of 3.5 kHz subbottom profiles are shown in Figure 6.1 1. Each illustrates the 
application of the #ethnology to study of limnology md lacustrine sedimentology. Figure 6.12 
illustrates that even a conventional echo-sounder can produce an acceptable subbottom image in  
some circumstances (see also Gilbert and Shaw, 1992). 

Subbottom p f l i n g  at 3.5 kHz or similar frequency is the most commonly used 
technique in lacustrine and marine surveys. Of the different instruments available, most offer 
portability so that they can be transported to remote sites and operated from small boats, that 
can themselves be transport4 by vehicle or small aircraft. Power is commonly provided by a 
0.5 - 1 kW portable generator, although storage battery power inverted to AC may be used in 
some cireumstancw. The transducer or transducer array is attached to the hull of the boat or 
is towed behind as required, A complete survey of a area (say, less than 100 h 5  can be done 
in a few 'days. 
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figure 6.11. 3.5 kHz subbottm acomtic profiles. (a) Datasopu'cs SBP system Buwser La&, 
British Columbia iflustrating thick gl~Cik~~cUSkra'FE sedime~ deposited over bedrock or moraines. 
Note that below &OW 125 m depth, multiple refkectiom ofthe near suflme overprint the deeg 
rfleckors, especially on the kft (Gilbert et al., 1993, (h) Raytheon RTT system on Lac 
Wesch~nes on the Qnuwa River showing Pleistocene g2~cilcu:usm'ne deposition in several philses, 
subsequently eroded in a lower lake phase (Shilts, 1994). 



Egute 6.11 (cora5~~~uerl). 
(c) Subbottom profile from 
Moose Lake British 
Columbia  showing 
glacilacusdn'ne fill of the 
lake basin disturbtd by 
melt-our of buried ice in 
t h e  b o t t o m ,  a n d  
acousticdly transparent 
Hobcew sedimem a she 
bop deposited in a lower 
energy regime (DesIoges 
lumd Gilbert, 1995). (d) 
SBP porn Ham"son Lake 
British Columbia show'ng 
(S) strarified late 
Pleistocene glacial 
sediment a& (T,, bwer 
energy, acoustically 
transparent Holocene 
sedimenb pesloges and 
Gilben, 1991). 



Ftgure 6.11 [conbinrsed). Subbottom 
pr~files from Kangerlrak (Disk0 

, . , . . ,  QmordJ, West Greenland showing 
d~Ifferems in p a r e m  of sediment 
accumulation between the region 
near the head of the fiord (e) and 

, closer to the mouth fl where 
sedime~ak accumulates in pockets on 

; the sea @or (Gikbefl ef al., 1998). --;--h-- {g) Pattern of basin Jill in @edition 
Fiord, Axel Heiberg Iskurd showing 
sedirnms deposited conformably by 
rain-oubfPom che w e r  column, and 
as busin 811 from turbid@ currents 
(Gilben et a!. , 1993) 



- Hgure 6.12, Cunvem'onal50 kHz sounding record (a) from gkier-damned Ape Lake, British 
Colmnbi~ showing ihe ponding of glaeilac~strlne sediment ot the end opposite to inflow at l@ - 
dw to damming of turbid@ currents (Gilber~ and Deskoges, 1987) and @)from Knowlton Lake 
southemmn Ontario, sbw'ng the acctunulati'on of Holocene gyttja over tJae Pleistocene glacial 
surJrace (Gilben, unpublished data). 

High energy, low frequency continuous seismic reflection survey 

This survey is less commonly performed in lakes than at sea, but in some circumstances does 
provide important information where the sediment column is thick or penetration by lower 
energy subbottom profiling is limited, In these devices, the tuned piezoelectric transducer that 
serves as both sound source and receiver is replaced by a sound source that is essentially 
mechanical. For example, the "boomer" operates on the principle that when a pulse of high 
voltage is applied to a coil, a nearby plate is magnetically repellsd violently a short distance 
down into the water, creating a powerful sound pulse in the water. After the pulse the plate is 
recoiled by springs to await the next pulse. In the "sparker" a high voltage pulse vaporizes 
water between electrodes and creates the pulse of energy. Because the water must be an 
effective electrolyte, the sparker can only be used in dine lakes or at sea. In both these 
instruments the electricity is stored in large capacitor banks and released by the trigger pulse 
from the recorder (Fig. 6.1). Depth of penetration is commonly double to triple that of the 
subbottom profiler, while resolution is up to an order of magnitude less. 

The most powerful of the continuous seismic profilers in common use is the air gun. In 
this case a chamber with a volume of between 1 and 40 i$ (16 - 650 mL) and filled with high- 
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pressure air is opened to the water on the trigger signal from the recorder, creating an explosive 
burst that serves as the sound source. This equipment provides penetration of up to 1 km or 
more of sediment with a typical resolution of 10 - 25 rn (Fig. 6.13). However, its use is 
normally restrict& to a ship, as a large compressor is required to provide the air supply, 
dthough in limited applications, battled air can be used. 

Egum 6.13. 40 id (655 mL) air gun surveys of (a) the outer edge of the c o ~ ~ a l  shelfof 
Ba$n lsland at the Broughton Trough illustrating a glmimarine delta progressively deposited 
near the marimurn exfent of Pleistocene giaciarion (Gilhetl, 19821, (3) ghcirnarine $12 in 
Cambddge Fiord, Bqfin IsZcand (Gikben and M a d e a n ,  1983), and (c) glacimardne 811 in 
Itirbilung Fiord, BcsJin Island overvidden and de$ormed by suhsequem glaciation (GiIhen; 1985). 
Jn (Q) thetfield of view is 18 h; in (h) and (c) distances are from theJ0r-d heads. Vertical scale 
is the m w a y  time in seconds (0.1 s - 75 m Water depth). 
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The sound receiver for these systems consists of an array of hydrophones normally towed 
behind the survey vessel and arranged in a water- or oil-filled flexible tube (referred to as an eel) 
up to 20 m long to minimize noise created by turbulence as it is pulled through the water. 

All the acoustic techniques described above are similar to terrestrial seismic reflection 
survey (Chapter 3). Subbottom profiling uses a single source-reciever pair (in some cases, a 
single transducer). The water allows good coupling between source and medium, and a far more 
rapid survey rate is possible over water than land. 

Seismic refraction survey 

This technique is a valuable tool for obtaining data at greater depths and lower cost than are 
possible by reflection survey (although in less detail), and for obtaining velocity data necessary 
to determine depth, especially in deep reflection survey (see above), The principle of operation 
is exactly as light refraction: as sound passes into media at different velocities it i s  refracted (its 
direction of propagation is changed) according to Snell's Law. As the survey vessel transmits 
m n d  (either from the type of sources described above or from more powerful sources including 
explosives) at Iwations Sl  - S10 from a fixed source of a sonobuoy (Fig. 6.141, the refracted 
waves are detected and transmitted back to the shipboard recorder by radio (virtually 
instantaneously compared to sound transmission) allawing determination from a time-distance 
graph of both layer thickness and velocity. 

Radio transmission of received seismic signal Sonobuoy - t+ 
I I I I 

Slo SQ & S7 s 6  & 5 4  3 3  5 2  sf 
Direct wave 

\, 
v2 

dzfmcting boundary 

figure 6.14, Schemutic diagram of seismic refraction suwey. 



Side-scan sonar 

All the techniques described above provide a two-dimensional slice (or in the case of swath 
sounding a number of slices) through a lake or sea and its sediments. In side-scan sonar survey, 
the transducers are located not at the surhce but are towed in a streamlined housing (the "fishw) 
near the floor. In addidon, they are configured so that one transducer or array of transducers 
is aimed to the right of the track-line and one to the left (Fig* 6.15). Reflections are returned 
not from the flat lake floor but from irregularities on it, These might include small disturbances 
to the floor such as ice scour pig. 6.16), objects on the sea floor, or evidence of mass 
movement and erosional features (Fig. 6.17). 

Rgure 6.15. Operotton of side-scan sonar from a mall vasel. 

The graphic recorcler commonly used for side scan sonar survey has two tracks linked 
mechanically or electronically so that both the left- and right-hand images are plotted 
simultaneously to build up a sound picture on both sides of the survey vessel as it moves along 
its track, Side-by-side tracks allow a picture of large areas of the lake or sea floor to be created, 
As a general rule, the closer the fish is to the floor the better the resolution of the image and 
the less of a gap there is along the track line between the left- and right-hand sides of the image. 

In conventional side-scan sonar the depth of the fish is determined by fixed fins on its 
housing or on the cable connecting it to the survey vessel, and by the m u n t  of tow-line reeled 
out and speed of the survey vessel that streams the fish and its tow-line behind. As a result, it 
is normally not possible to "fly" the fish very close to the floor, especially where the bottom is 
irregular without risk of it contacting the floor arid being damaged or lost. In advanced 
technology, a "smart" fish is able to sound its distance to the lake floor and adjust its fins to fly 
up or down as the depth changes to keep a nearly constant height above the bottom. As well, 



in advanced systems, the side scan picture or image that is produeed may be rectified so that the 
along-track and cross-track scales are the same, and so that parallax errors created by the 
sounding geometry are corrected. The image may also be rectified so that the "sound shadows" 
all appear to be cast in the same direction, rather than in opposite directions from the right- and 
left-looking transducers. As a result a map, analogous to a shaded relief map on Smd, may be 
produced of the lake floor, aIthough the height of the relief features cannot be determined 
precisely, except along the paths of the transects (Fig, 6.16). Many side-scan sonar instruments 
are sufficiently portable that they can be deployed from a small boat and so are a potentially 
valuable tool in lacus trine investigations. 

Figure 6.16. Om chanwt ofthe AEC side-scan sonar imge of #he sea floor on: the contfmmal 
sheEf of Baflin Xdand &wing iceberg trucks in the Bafin Current, and craers represewing 
wrsll0~1:~~g by icebergs under the influence of t i s  and wwes. Field of view is 750 rn kmt~rally 
and ahout 1.2 h along the ships track (arrow). (Gilben, unpublished data). 

The physical characteristics of the sedimentary record of lakes and the sea provide important 
information about the processes by which the sediment was created, transported to and deposited 
in the aquatic environment. Acoustic surveys provide assessment of regional patterns of 
sediment distribution and deposition, and the extent of erosion, redistribution and sedirnefi t 
focusing in the basin. When combined with carefully aecons~cted stratigraphy and the 
measurement of textural and bulk properties of sediments in cores, we have a powerful tool for 
understanding geomorpkic processes, the landscapes that result, and envhnmen tal change 
throughout the history of the water body. 
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Rgum 6.17. {a) Side-scan sonar i m g e  across the slope of ~ h e  fandel fa on the north side of 
Howe Sound Brisish CnImbia illustrating mars movement scarps puralld to the slope and chutes 
eroded down the slope (Prior et al, , 1981). @) Side-scan maZc of the Bear Creek Fan-delta 
in Bufe Inlet, British Columbia i l lusm'ng (1) the fan apex, (2) the upper fan, (3) a bransition 
zone, (4) the miMe fan, (5) the lower fan, and (6) the distal fan (Prior a d  Bornhold, 1989). 
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